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FE MEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXI60, SA TURDA

VOL 50

SIX THOUSAND
WOMEN ESCORT
DEAD COMRADE

WEST VIRGINIA
TROUBLES

14. Suffragettes
June
London,
name from ill! parts of England today
for the funeral of Miss Emily Wilding Davison, who met her death while
interfering with the king's horse it)
the derby on June 4.
A special train brought the body
from Epsom to Victoria station,
DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED BY THAT where a
procession of six thousand
across
STRIKE i.N women was waiting to escort it
IN RECENT
STATE
the city to St. George's church, where
INVESTIGATED the. service was held.
COAL DISTRICTS

U.P.WILL TRADE SUGAR

Y,

JUNE 14, 1913.

OWNER JAPAN WILLING

NO. 104

rau

112TH REUNION

HI IH15 5E5SIONI

MAKES GOOD

S. P. STOCK

TO RENEW A

SCOTTISH

Washington, 1). f'., June 1. President Wilson wants currency legislation enacted at the present session of
1

congress and will bend every effort
to accomplish that purpose. The president planned to write his currency
message to congress today. It will be
about June 23 or 21.
presented
INATTORNEY-GENERAHE
TELLS
THAT
LOBBY:COMMITTEE
M'REYNOLDS
EXPIRES BY LIMITATION ON AUGUST
It was announced that Secretary BIG MEETING OF THAT BRANCH OF
McAdco and Chairmen
Owen and
WILL
SPENT
BE CONSID
VESTIGATES LATEST SCHEME OF
TO
BE HELD
FREE
MASONRY
$20,000 ANNOALY FOR
Glass ot the senate and house bankGF
BEET
ERABLE OPPOSITION TO RENEWAL ing and currency committees, respec
23 YEARS IN BEHALF
UNION PACIFIC TO DISSOLVE THE
FULL PROGRAM
HERE MONDAY.
tively, had reached an agreement on
BY SENATE COMMITTEE.
SUGAR INDUSTRY.
the main feattires of their currency
IN THE SENATE.
MERGER.
REPREOF THE EVENT.--MACARNIVAL FOLLOWERS FINED
bill.
$100 EACH AT PUEBLO.
SENTATIVE MEN WILL BE PRES
Pueblo. Colo., June 14. Thirty men
ENGLISH CLERGYMAN
FREE PRINTING OF
MANY WITNESSES
WANT CALIFORNIA
connected with a street carnival here WOULD CONSOLIDATE
ENT.
BECOMES CITIZEN OF U. S.
were fined S100 each in notice court
Tfl TFTIFY today, charged with conducting
SUGAR LEAFLETS PROBED
MATTER LEFT OUT
TWO OTHER RAILROADS!
I U I k II I II I ,,,,
,
mnrlB
woi-rri,0
San Francisco, Cai., June 14. Uov. SPLENDID CONCERT
Charles Frederick Aked, a clergyman
in a raid which resulted from the
Charleston, W. Va., June 14. A complaint of a man who was watchWashington, D. C, June 14.
Washington, II. C,. June 14. Vis- of international repute, foreswore his
Washington, D. C, June 14. Attor- SUNDAY AFTERNOON
to King George of England
one of the games.
General Mclteynolds returned toj'J T. Oxnard, the millionaire vice- - count Chinda, the Japanese ambassa allegiance
happy and contented people living ing
and became a citizen of the U.
today
wholesome lives among the hills of
Washington today and immediately be- - company, testified today before the dor, has advised Secretary Bryan that S.
The twelfth reunion of the Ancient
considering the proposal of the senate lobby committee that, he esti- Japan is willing to renew for another
West Virginia, thrown into a reign or
(Ban
Dr. Aked came to this country six
ELKS TAKE NOTICE.
and
I nion Pacific railroad made
to
the
Accepted Scottish Rite of Free- was
an
to
industrial
ATI memhers nf the local lodee
terror, by
become pastor of the
strike,
mated he had spent on an average of period of five years her arbitration years ago
St"
court
to
ex"
United
states
at
l'Aul
to
described
the senate mine strike
of B. P. O. E. are requested to be
$0,000 a year in Washington for the treaty with the United States, which Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, New masonry will be held here beginning
York, which is attended by John D 'next Monday and wll be in session
investigating committee today. Forat the Club House this evening S change $:18.00,00 of Southern Pacific last 23 years in behalf of the beet expires .by limitation August 24.
mer Governor Glasscock and a group
Rockefeller.
In 1911 he became pas- three days, June 10, 17 and IS, at the
siock ior tne t'ennsyivania railroads sugar industry.
at S o'clock. Important matters
of the men and women brought in
Secretary Bryan said he expected tor of the First Congregational Cathedral of the order. This is a
bondings of Baltimore & Ohio.
arose which call for quick
He declared not a cent had been
from the hills to tell their own stories,
Such an arrangement, incidental to spent. Illegally. Kacli year, when he the senate would ratify the new arbi- Church in this city. In England his meeting of the Valley of Santa Fe,
Don't fail to be on hand at
described conditions to the commitS
tie dissolution'of the 1'nlon Pacific!
tral ion treaties already signed with 'last congregation was that of Pem- Orient of New Mexico, and promises
sharp.
to bo one of the finest and best attee.
broke Chapel, Liverpool.
said, declared, lie came to the capitol to Great Britain and other countries.
merger, the attorney general
tended meetings ever held here, promThe men and women of the strike
did not, on the surface, present a sit-- watch legislation and see his friends
The senatorial opposition which
detectives
told how the
inent and well known Masons from
region
uation to which the government could! among the senators.
inUr-Bryan is hopeful of overwas
jail over the state and some from ad-- I
Secretary
ha
j
brought into the strike zone by the
but
the
Senator Reed demanded that the
studying
object,
joining states being expected. There
operators precipitated the troubles.
ad witness give the name of senators who coming was originally voiced by Senrelation of the roads atid
"When these guards paraded up and
jis probably no finer building nor moro
vice to determine Dually whether the were his friends.
who insisted that
ator
Chamberlain,
down the creek, with their rifles on
representative body of men, nor more
"Most all the senators," replied .Mr. In
transfer could be regarded us obnox
renewing a treaty with Great Brit
their shoulders, then trouble broke
glorious climate and pleasing sur
ious.
Oxnard.
be made
roundings anywhere that will combine
out," said Ed Bragg, a grizzled old
"You need not include me in that. ain, specific exceptions should
With the present holdings of the
to make such a meeting an ideal one.
to remove the Panama canal tolls
mountaineer, who for nine years as
Union Pacitic in Baltimore & Ohio, ;he!list," declared Senator lieed.
and the hospitality of the old capital
a deputy sheriff, preserved law and
proposed transfer would give to the! "Well, I call Senator Overman one controversy from the field of arbitra-- j
will be cordially extended to the visitorder on Paint craek, single handed.
Cum-tiiUnion Pacific 3S.2 pev cant of the en-- of my friends, and Senator
The
of
tion.
the
question
arbitrating
ors and a wish for r. most successful
"I never saw a more happy and
and
mins
there
Baltimore.
stock
of
outstanding
issue with Japan over the California
reunion made to this great branch of
contented people up to that time than
"I don't know so much about Sen-- alien land law
C'hio, according to the attorney genalso has been a sub- MAYOR AND HEALTH COMMITTEE Freemasonry.
our people on Paint creek."
ELEVEN HUNDRED INSURGENTS MOVthe
said
witness.
ator
Nelson,"
eral's advices. This would consist in
of discussion among senators opThe organ, recital and the sacred
told
Former Governor Glasscock
Senator Overman promptly asked ject
WITH POWER TO ACT, INSTRUCT concert to be
to renewing that arbitration
posed
ING UP THE RIO GRANDE TO AT- lound numbers of 2S.H00.000 preferred Mr. Oxnard if
the committee, under cross examinagiven tomorrow, have
ever called on
had
he
cent
of
the
or
47
and
whole,
per
treaty.
been mentioned in this paper.
tion, that the principal complaints of
already
lils
or
office
if
at
he
or
him
house:
HYDRAULIC
ENGINEER
PHILLIPS
CITY.-OTHER
BORDER
TACK
of common stock, or 35 per
and tomorrow, preceding the first day
President Wilson has held frequent
the miners that came to him conhad ever attended any of Mr. Ox-- i
cent of the whole. By acquiring
over
the arbitration
conferences
our people will be facerned the mine guards.
TO
THOROUGHLY
INVESTIGATE of the
entertainments.
nard's
MEXICAN WAR NEWS.
of Southern Pacific stock, the
vored with some music that will well
Mr. Glasscock made it clear to the
Mr. Oxnard replied in the negative. treaties with senators at the White
WATER SYSTEM;
be worth anyone's time to listen to.
Pennsylvania would receive 14 per
committee that he had made two atThe committee adjourned
until House and at. the capitol. Members
cent of the entire outstanding stock of
The concert is under the direction ot
relations committee
tempts to secure an agreement be
exami- of the foreign
the
without
Monday
finishing
RICH
the Southern Pacific.
likewise have been frequent callers
tween miners and operators to arbi- - REBELS MAKE
Llewellyn C. Hull, whose standing as
nation.
So far the attorney general has not
a musician, whose past training and
trate their differences. In both cases,
John IT. Carroll, attorney for the at Secretary Bryan's office. Mr. Bry- ALSO TO ESTIMATE
HAUL AT ZACATECAS ftund any indication that competition Hill
on just what
he said, the miners were willing to
present interest in the work, and
system of railroads, in the lobby an today would not say
would be suppressed as the proposed
he based his expecta'arbitrate but the operators declined.
supreb voice, are all too well
representations
testified
his
that
COST OF NEW PLANT whose to
investigation today
consolidation seems to relate to con-- t
known
our people to need comment.
tion that the arbitration treaties
C. D. Honaker, a conductor on the
was
a
tariff
the
of
filing
only
activity
El Paso, Texas, June 11. Eleven
The choir includes some of Santa Fe's
iilous and not parallel railroad lines. brief for the Great Northern and Bur- would receive senatorial approval.
Chesapeake and Ohio railroad, was
finest, singers, and Mrs. R. V. Win
today's first witness before the mine hundred insurgents composed the
lington roads, dealing with creosote
Mayor Celso Lopez and the members
He said that prior force advancing along the Texas bor-tchester, the soprano soloist, of Albuprobe committee.
oil. '
A WARSHIP of the health committee from the querque, is so well and favorably
April 30, 1913, mine guards in Cab- - jder against Juarez, said advices re- IEAL0USY, THEN DEATH
Anselin Wold, the senate printing LAUNCHING
in creek, rode on trains by virtue of colved today at Fort Bliss, Texas,
council, who are in town, all being known here that the mention of her
clerk, testified about the orders for
He gave the committee the captain R. S. Fitch, of the Second
passes.
prcse'it except A. B. Renehan, consist- name will assure! a large attendance
printing "sugar at a glance," an nnti-freCAUSES
HITCH
of those who like to hear her sing. In
of a number of guards and the ;airy finlay, Texas, reports that he
FOR TWO MEN
ing of John Shoemaker and Homulo the matter of an
sugar argument prepared by Trunumbers of the passes they carried. :ntts secured copies of the orders
organist, Santa Fe is
G.
man
met
Hiram
with
beet
S.
Palmer,
Lopez,
representing
yesterday
exceptionally favored this year, by
which the Constitutionalists are
guards, be said, were all arm- in
circulated
tot
interests
and
sugar
BIO BTT?.FSK'P STICKS CN THE STOCKS S. Phillips.. the
hydraulic engineer, jtlie presenc of J. A. Jcancon, whoso
ed. Mr. Honaker said his train hadjaetjngi
Colonel Ornelos has ordered MARTIN DONALDSON, SEPARATED FROM
rtrivit ,j tw.
majis un'ier t:ui
cie.xii-Ai- .aeen....st,oneiL three
Til ciint Tfl
UMTfft iTrora TJr. Ktmisr
TUF
opposMe
wcnflique, nave
grciicrv
.
Wood told of the
HIS WIFE, WHEN DENIED ENTRANCE TO Senator Lodge.
..n.u,.,
Avon him many
strike.
already
at
Texas, and to employ the
plaudits in
the
stated.
ai,Pnliv
jFabens,
of
a
docuproceedure
public
printing
re-was
ana wno nas Deen sticn a
i nr.
Former Governor Glasscock
ucnrr iinucn. solicitation of the Santa Fe City Countown a8 a basB j tjle operations
HER ROOM, DRAWS REVOLVER AND
and
to
Overment,
Senator
turning
valuable addition to the musical talent
called to the stand for cross examina- against Juarez.
cil, to investigate tiie water works
man, referred to a previous conversaFATALLY INJURES W. G. CAPPER.
tion and said that the first trouble
on con- of this city.
Already the advance has met bodies
a
to
make
and
report
system
tion
about
incident
14.
The
the
and
June
added:
Hamburg, Germany,
Some of the visitors have already
broke out at Boomer, a unionized mine of federal cavalry, and in a tight this
"I told you then somebody had S'.reat German battle cruiser, hitherto ditions.
arrived and this evening and tomor
outside of the Paint and Cabin creek week below Guadalupe, the Insurgents Kansas
can
Santa
went
Fe
The
14.
Martin
up
June
party
City,
been monkeying with orders here and known as "K," was to have been
row will see a largo influx of those
districts.
Fitch's
were repulsed, said Captain
who last night in a rage of I still think so."
lunched this afternoon, but refused to yon yesterday ana ioonea over ine who will attend the three
between 'report
A lengthy correspondence
days' recourse
water
and
entire
plant. They union.
jealousy, because denied admission to
Wold could not throw much light on move from the stocks after she had
the governor and the operators on the Advices from Sonora say that
visited the present reservoir, the high
room
his
of
had
who
the
left
wife,
been
the
emsituation
christened
the
and other senate
by
On Monday morhing, the hours from
Derfflinger
of arbitration was placed in !onei Talamontes with 250 men has e
Hue ditch, the present power house
him, fought a revolver duel with W. G. ployes may be called.
General August von Mackensien.
9 to 12 will be taken up with the orrecord after his first proposal was tere(j Casas Grandes district in
a
took
in
and
the
general
a
house
canyon,
boarding
Capper,
proprietor,
When F. R. Hathaway of the Michi
The general made a patriotic speech
by the operators. Mr. Glass- - jiulailua. it is undei stood he will
of the whole topographical
lay ganization of the class, and luncheon
died today.
Physicians say Capper gan Beet Sugar company, took the and broke the bottle of champagne on
will be served in the spacious dining
framed a new proposition, which jcruit a force to assist in the Juarez who was
water
the
which
land
from
of
the
cannot
recover.
shot
twice,
hostilities broke out again be- - her bow at the moment she had slid
stand,
room of the Cathedral, after which the
he believed eliminated the question Attack,
conthe
it
how
and
reaches
When Donaldson invaded the place tween genator Reed and
comes,
Senator Np, down the ways. She stuck fast, how- sumer.
of the recognition of the union. This
following degrees will be conferred:
where his wife was employed he was BO
,,,
tha
inaIstpr,
and attempts to start her wera
second proposal, he said, was likeever,
Fourth degree, 1:30 p. m.; Fifth
Zacateeas Evacuated.
From the instructions given Mr.
UUIIltfU UUilllBBlUll IU
UOIlcllUSUU O ness answer in one
als
way and the
wise rejected by the operators
2 p. m.; Sixth degree, 3 p. m.;
Mexico City, June 14. The Mexi- room, and the duel ensued in a narfinally abandoned, owing to the falling Phillips and the report that lie is askpersisted in answering another. tide.
can rebels who captured Zacateeas, row
though accepted by the miners.
if the city Seventh degree, 3:30 p. m.; Ninth deas
to
looks
ed
it
aided
wife
make,
her
hallway.
Capper's
Chairman Overman sided with SenaSenator Kenyon took up the ques- - the capital of the state of the same husband
The vessel Is named after a famous
his weapon tor Reed and Senator Nelson sided
might be contemplating the construc gree, 4 p. m.; Tenth degree, 5 p. m.;
by reloading
tion of ownership of lands on Paint name, last week evacuated the place
when he had emptied it at Donald with the witness. The Minnesota sen- general, George von Derfflinger, who tion of a municipal plant to furnish Fourteenth degree, 8 p. m.
and Cabin creeks.
later on the approach of Federal re- son.
The work will be under the general
fought during the thiry years war.
Santa Fe with water. Mr. Phillips is
ator finally quit his place at the com"On Paint Creek," said Mr. Glass- inforcements.
to make a thorough exam- direction and ?n charge of Richard H.
irstructed
outmittee table and took a seat with the
cock, "I have, .understood that
The rebels, before decamping, se
ination of the water system, beginning Hanna, 32 degree, K. C. C. H., deputy
WOMEN CELEBRATE
audience.
RELEASE
side men were heavy stockholders. cured the equivalent of 90,000 pesos CHICAGO
as its source, the supply basin and of the Supreme Council for New MexPASSING
OF
SUrFRAGE
ACT.
The Cabin creek mines, however, are in gold by forced loans and by robbing
Senator Nelson returned to the taAMERICAN YACHT examination of the water as to its ico. The immediate director of the
Chicago, III., June 14. Chicago club ble after Reed ended his examination
owned by West Virginia interests."
the government offices. They also obquality and the quantity that is being work is Samuel G. Cartwright, 32 dewomen
town
the
streets
down
paraded
named
Christian
maThe witness
and took Hathaway in hand.
tained 1.000 rifles, a number of
Judge
and can be furnished the city and its gree and Charles F. Kanen, 32 degree,
D.
14.
The
June
Washington,
C,
return
their
after
from
today
of Virginia, former Representative chine guns, and a quantity of
Springconsumers.
read several letters that American
He will also test the silt is the stage director.
Hathaway
seized
Columbia,
by
111.,
where
yacht
field,
Connell of Scranton, Pa., and John H.
they succeeded in hav- passed between himself and W. H.
bottom of the reservoir. He is
at
the
The Fourth to the Fourteen degrees,
the
for
unlawful
authorities
Japanese
ing the general assembly
pass the Wallace and H. A. Douglas explainJones, of Pittsburgh, as some of the
in the closed port of Nagahama, instructed to furnish a careful esti- which are the Ineffable degrees, will
entry
outsiders who owned land in the Paint Langtry, Texas, June 14. Carranza woman's suffrage bill.
ing what they understood the posi- has been released and what threaten mate of the cost of installing a new be rendered by Santa Fe Lodge of Per
Led by Mrs. Grace Willshire Trout, tion of President
creek district.
followers in Coahuila raided the GarWilson to be on ed to be an international incident, has plant, complete, to include a new res fection No. L Edmund C.
Abbott, 32
attorof
the
Under
off
International Suffrage sugar before election.
by
cia ranch in that st'ite and drove
president
ervoir, and everything from its source degree, venerable master, and the foldisappeared.
Glasscock
Mr.
neys for the miners,
10,000 head of sheep owned by Walter league, and others, the women forme
made
be
will
to
Tests
its
wrote Hathaway that after
Douglas
delivery.
The news of the yacht's release
lowing officers:
told of calling a statewide peace con- Weatherber, of Del Rico, Texas, re- in line and marched to tha art in- a meeting in the Detroit
armory Sep- - came to the Japanese embassy at and analyses rendered of the water as
Melvin T. Dunlavy, 32, Senior Wardference which assembled at the state cently, it was learned here today.
stitute, where a celebration of the vicsource
and
its
to
or
at
its purity
filth,
in a cablegram
from
en;
Washington
Harry S. Bowman, 32, Junior
house and which was attended by Mr. Weatherber protested to Consti- tory was held.
to
comes
( Continued on page eight).
at the intake pipe where it
1'ckio.
Thomas
J. Sanford, 32,
some 400 or 500 representative citi- tutionalist headquarters at Pledras
Warden;
consumer.
The engineer will go
It was said that as the Columbia ap- the
zens from all over the state. ,The ob- Negras and today obtained a promise
into the matter exhaustively and make Orator; Frederick Muller, 32, Alproached the entrance of the aar'ior a survey of the whole water line and moner; Charles A. Wheelon, 32, K. C.
ject of the meeting was to discuss that the sheep would be returned
H.. Secretary? Hiram B. Cartwright
at Nagahama, she was met by the pore the
means of preventing and settling lawith reference to the lay22, Treasurer; Norman L. King, 32,
authorities and warned against ent. . ing ofcity,
bor disputes.
feaFLAG DAY.
cover
will
Refugees Coming to Galveston.
every
pipes ,and
Master of Ceremonies; George A. RidThe vessel, however, steamed up to a ture and
"Was the attitude of the represenToday is Flag Day. Do you know why? Because 13(1 years ago toAustin, Texas, June 14. In rephase of the question as it
to
and
tative operators friendly toward that sponse from Secretary Brtan,
vharf
proceeded
repair.
the
to
and
day Congress formally adopted
i. became the
relates
the needs of the consumer dle, 32, Expert; Ixirin C. Collins. 32,
present flag
meeting?" asked Senator Belcher.
official emblem of the United States of America and has occupied
'Although not so stated in the dis- in the purity of the water and the Assistant Expert; Harold F. Cogge-shalColquitt today telegraphed the
"I thought decidedly
32, Captain of the Host; William
otherwise," state department at Washington that
that proud position from that day to this.
patches, it is presumed that the lap
amount that should be delivered.
It is true that the flag
said Mr. Glasscock.
authorities satisfied themselves
A contract has been drawn
with H Kennedy, 32, Tyler.
adopted June 14th, 1777, did not look exactly as does the Red, White
in cases where American
refugees
He said that a resolution presented from Mexico could show health cerThe work in the Fourth degree will
that these repairs were urgent or Uiat Mr. Phillips and he. will do. the work
and Blue today, but it was the same approximate design. There was
there was no intent of violating the for $1,500, and it will take about three be done by the following, at 1:30 p.
by an attorney for the operators, out- tificates issued by federad authorities
the same thirteen stripes of alternate red and white, and the same
blue field in the corner on which but 13 white stars were to be seen.
law.
lining the terms on which they would at Tampico, state regulations requiring
months to complete the investigation. m., Monday afternoon:
participate In the conference, precipi four days in quarantine before land
This flag was first used as the official emblem of the United States
The Columbia was the property of J. The same, work, practically; was done James A. Massie, 32,... King Solomon
tated an acrimonious debate.
at Fort Stanwix on August (th, 1777. It remained without change
Adoniram
Harvey Ladew, of the New York for the city of Raion, at a cost of Earl C. Iden, 32
will be suspended.
at
"The meeting thus broke up," he ingThe Galveston, was advised
until
1794, when Vermont and Kentucky were admitted to the Union,
Yacht club, and had just conveyed her about $4,000, with the result that that Harry C. Dorman, 32
the
that
governor
to
"much
mortification
and
my
said,
and then 15 stars were put in the blue field. This number has grown
owner and a party of friends across city has decided to install a munici- Master of Ceremonies
Eed Cros society, acting In conjuncdisgust."
from time to time until all of the continental United States is now
the Pacific to Japan, from where theypal plant, and recently won its rights Jehu X. Zook, 32
enis
state
tion
with
the
Expert
department
was
Glasscock
examined
After Mr.
the waters from "Which the city re- - Melvin T. Dunlavy. 32... Asst. Expert
represented on the starry field.
to
proceeded westward by the Trans-Si-!- "
the miners attorneys began to call deavoring to remove from Mexico
in
contest
a
ceives
before
sumilv
its
The work in the Fifth degree will be
berian railroad to Europe.
the women of the strike region. The the United States, American refugees.
THE STARS AND STRIPES.
the Btate engineer.
done by the following at 2: p. m.;
many of whom are in desperate cir-- j
T
attorneys of the state objected to re- cumstances.
do
not love thee,
The mayor and the common council John W. Mayes. 33, I. G. H.,
They say
He also learned that the
opening the question of trial under
Flag of my native land.
iare thoroughly alive and in earnest!
LECTURE TONIGHT.
Kjng s0omon
steamship Mexicano, .due to sail from
martial law.
Whose meteor folds about me
regarding the matter of seeing to it Edward R. Paul, 32.... King Khairom
Mr. S. Richard Fuller, of HoS'
W. A. Abbott, a delivery
wagon Tampico today had refused to accept
To the free breeze expand:
Us
and
F6'
that
Santa
the
people
get
Edmund C. Abbott, 32
ton, who has spent the past two
Adoniram
driver for an "outside store" in the any of these refugees for passage to
Thy broad stripes proudly streaming.
very best water, which at Its source Thomas G. Vick
Hi
days viewing the sights of Santa
Orator
Roy, 14
strike zone said that mine guards pre- Galveston on account of what is conAnd thy stars so brightjy gleaming.
is
finest
water
the
la
the
and
world,
Norman L. King, 32
S Fe and vicinity, will deliver a lee
vented him from delivering supplies. sidered the needless and unjust quarthe
consumers
that
receive all the
ture entitled: "Cleopatra and Her
Master of Ceremonies
J. H. Pike of Holly Grove, said antine regulations.
water that they are entitled to under
They say I would forsake thee
at
O. Connor, Jr., 32
the
of
hall
lecture
Children,"
that mine guards shot the lock off his
some
Should
now held by the Santa Fe Wesley
the
dark crisis lower:
charter
V the School of Archaeology,
in
POSTMASTER
Captain of the Guard
door. He described the shooting up WOULD-BThat, recreant, I should make thee
Water & Light company. The counPalace of the Governors at 8:15
The Sixth degree work' by the folOFERS BRIBE TO SENATOR.
of Holly Grove from the armored
Crouch to a foreign power:
cil at its last meeting procured a cer
JS!
X this evening.
train. The train was dark, he said,
Seduced by license ample.
tified copy of all the franchises ever lowing at 3 p. m.:
Mr. Fuller is a gentleman
Salamon Spitz, 32, K. C. C. H
of XlheId by tjie water
Santa Barbara, Cal., June 14. C.
but he could see the flashes of guns
On thee, blest flag, to trample.
company from the
Erlnbrach was arrested by a deputy
whose
on the train.
scholarly attainments
King Solomon
and
use
city
these
county and will
"What did you do when the bullets United States marshal today on a fed
many years of research in Egypt,
False are the words they utter.
in the investigation that has been in- John S. iR. Hammitt, 32. King of Tyre
Greece and Rome have given hiin
began to fly?" asked Senator Kenyon. eral indictment charging him with an
stituted and upon which Mr. Phillips Emmctt J. DeArcy, 32
Ungenerous their brand,
"Just stood and looked at them," attempt to bribe United States Sena
the material for a series of uni- - X will report. The city is to be conAnd rash the oaths they mutter,
Captain of the Guard
tor John D. Works.
Bald the miner.
X que lectures on some of the great- Sentinel
Flag of my native land
gratulated that the council has been Frederick Muller, 32
Erlnbrach
one
of
was
wanted
the
the appointment
Pike said that he
While still in hope above me,
est characters of history.
alive to its interests In this matter Michael O'Neill, 32
Herald
of
and
is alleged to have
postmaster
Thou wavest, and I love thee.
The members and friends of
The Seventh degree, Provost and
party at the home of Cristo Estep,
and that steps have been taken to setwhose widow last night told the com- written a letter to Senator Works ofthe school are cordially Invited
CHARLES COXSTANTIVE PISE.
tle once and for all the whole matter Judge, at 3:30 p. m., will be conferreu
fering $1,000 If the appointment were
to attend.
X of our water supply and pro and con
V procured for him.
( Continued on page eight).
the question.
(Continued on page five).
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iANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
TO AILING WOMEN

r

Good Old Potatoes

-

i

AT- -

85c Per Cwt.

51

Little Sound

rhep-mali-

INTER

GROCERY

0

FHOITE 40.

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

Foster-Milbur-

DAWSON COAL

n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUT IT

OF CRICHTON."

Fancy Egg

c

Doan's

and

ARE KNIFED
IN

THE

HOUSE

OF

SENATE BLOCKING
ROADS
THIHKING

GET

HIS

FRIENDS

THEMWILL

RELIEF

FISH

PONT EE ALAR,

KEEPBMS

WILSON'S TARIFF PLANS

Advice Will
Help
Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
No woman Should consiaer herself
healthy and well if tne Kidneys are
weak. Poisons that pass off in the
secretions when the kidneys are well,
are retained in the body when the
ktdneys are disordered. If the kidneys
and bladder become inflamed and
swollen worse troubles may quickly
follow. This is often the cause of
bearing-dowpains, lameness, back
ache, etc, Uric poisoning Is also fredizzy
quent cause of headaches,
spells, languor, nervousness and
pain.
When suffering so, try Doan's Kid
ney Pills, a remedy that has prove
effective in thousands of such cases.
uet a Santa Fe woman tell of her experience.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
September 1906, I used Doan's Kidney
Pills for backache that had been a
source of much annoyance.
In the
morning when I arose, my back was
so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
due to disordered kidneys and I was
finally led to try Doan's Kidney PI113
by the good reports I heard about
them. The contents of one box of
this remedy drove away all my pains
and I am happy to state that my cure
has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
A
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THE

SKIN

CLEAR

RAILHAVE

POWERS.

By Gilson Gardner.
Washington, June 14. Will the railroads seek relief from the Btate legislatures in an appeal for more power
in (he interstate commerce commission? The supreme court has said
that congress has power to wipe out
the regulative functions of state legislatures. The railroads have not cared
much for state regulation with its
pasenger fares provisions and
reduction of local freight
general
rates. When they begun these appeals
to the supreme court they liked the
interstate commerce commission much
better. At that time the railroads
Now the
controlled the commission.
commission is controlled in the interest of shippers, it has large powers
in the way of investigating
railroad
bookkeeping and accounts. It can
make, rates which go into effect immediately and stay in effect until proved
tj be unreasonable. Will the roads
ask congress to place all
i
the hands of this body'.' They must
either do this or let the state legislatures "harass" them in various states.
rate-makin- g

President Wilson's tariff plans are

wet ire always
thatresolved

Awake,

awake to

the iwe&ests

if

T

.1

llX

or

OOR. "PffTHQliS AND
3f AWAKE TbWfVAT IS

CUTICURA

NEW AND UP TdPATfT.
WE ARE HOTMVEEP.
BUrr RICHTONTA1E

HARDWARE MERCHANT TO DO BUSINESS
IT TAKES A LIVE-WIR- E
COMMUNITY. A LIVE-WIR- E
IN A LIVE-WIRHARDWARE MERCHANT
MUST BE AWAKE TO WHAT HIS PATRONS REQUIRE. HE MUST BE
AWAKE EARLY AND ALL THE TIME. WE ARE NOT LETTING OUR
BUSINESS RUN ITSELF. WE ARE RIGHT ON THE JOB, READY TO
SHOW YOU OR SELL YOU JUST WHAT YOU ASK FOR AND SEND
YOU AWAY SATISFIED WITH YOUR PURCHASE, AMD TO BACK UP

SOAP
Alifctimeof disfigurement and suffering often results from the neglect, in

EVERY SALE WE MAKE.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.

In the prevention and treatment of minor eruptions and in the
promotion of permanent skinandhair
health, Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Cintment are absolutely unrivaled.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

Phone

14.

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

14.-

PHONE

Phone

14.

ruttonra Rnap nod Olntmant nolfl throughout the
v rid. Liberal fnmpln of each mailed (roe. with
iKiok. Alilreg "Cutieura,"
Oept. 4. Boston.
men bavB in comfort with Outi.
.rToniipr-fHcetioaii Mlmvlui! Stick, So. Liberal sample (rue.

being knifed in the house of his
friends. It is a month since the house
sent the bill to the senate.
The only
honest course for the senate democrats to have pursued was immediate- THE
COMPANY
to report the measure from the
Washington, D. C, June 14. An ly
Phone One Double O J.
RIGHT ON
MOVING
to
finance
the
Then
senate.
committee
with the
agreement to
slate of New Mexico in the protection I' the democratic caucus it.wished to
a caucus
N. M., June 14. Work
of game on national forests has been consider the bill and give
would be a matter is
that
ratification,
moving right along on the San .Tu.".:i
entered into by the United States for- for the
party leaders to determine. Basin Oil company, which is new an
est service. Negotiations looking to- But Simmons
and company preferred aciual
company, the f750O having
ward a similar arrangement with the
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
delay. Delay is the senate's most use- l a subscribed,
and incorporation
wardens
of
Arizona
are
under ful method for defeating legislation.
game
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoway. On the other hand, the game The Democratic finance committee is p;i)en- will soon be madn out.
one of the trustees of
Frank
Saplin,
wardens will report to the nearest for a
rtant part. The grandfather would
body. It is dominated Die
company, returned from Albuquer- est officer any fires they may discover by reactionary
men who are high tariff men at
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- 011 or near a national forest.
heart. They want duties on southern (!'..e and Santa fe the latter part of
In
Inst
he
been
week
where
the
has
The
is
a logical
present plan
To El Paso, BIsbee, Douglass and
ern home and why all this light? To
manufactures, on sugar and on
CAMTA
velopment of the general policy of the a thousand other things which have f.rterest of the company, and succeedIA
all points in New Mexico, Art-lon- a,
in
ed
make the home more homelike to make
bringing the total subscription
forest service to help the state author enjoyed protection under the tariff
Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
ities in game protection. Jt specifies system. To save duties on some of up to a little over $SO0O.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
At present the trustees are matin?
more definitely than heretofore the these industries is the purpose of de
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
for
of
ni
the
rangements
extent of the
rigs
for father, mother and chi Idren. Good light
purchase
forest off- lay. Lobbyists were not needed to
"!;a other necessary equipment for tne
Sim-icers are expected to furnish. In a let- persuade men like Thornton,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ter to State Game Warden Trinidad mons, Hoke Smith and Ransdell that sniking of the wells. J. O. Noggle,
desired.
('. de Baca, the government outlines "mature deliberation" would improve v 110 nus charge of the drilling, leaves
a lew das to eastern points to look
the proposed activities of forest ser- the Underwood bill. There are some
vice men in assisting to enforce the Democrats in the senate who will give after the shipping of the
game laws of New Mexico, as follows: President Wilson honest help in this outfit, which it is hoped to have in
fight, but there is grave ques- - oration some time in August.
Forest officers will pay strict attenWhile the minimum amount of stock
tion to the enforcement of the game tiou whether he did not make a mis-assurances necessary for the incorporation of the
laws in so far as their duties permit. take when he accented
from reactionary Democratic senators company has been subscribed, the trusby reporting all cases of violation of
the game laws to tne regular deputy and relied on them to handle his tariff tees are still engaged in taking substate game warden in whose district program, Taft did the same when he scriptions, it being their plan to have
made his peace with
with well some $10,000 or $15,000 on hand with
an offense is committed.
They will known results. The Cannon,
real progressive which to put down the three preTTnv
make arrests in flagrant cases where
t
n is Impossible to notify the deputy majority in the senate is not the one inary or test holes, that the
For Rate and Full Information Address
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
boiuided by the jjjtyjy line. It is com- may be
in every respect.
complete
st(ute game warden, arid where the vio
Progressive-Republican- s
of
posed
and
IENT
as to touch the button and
p &
lator is likely to leave the section of FYegrcssfve-Democrats- ,
and is biTEXAS.
the country. They will also furnish to
your stove is ready to cook your
partisan, just as the majority which JIMMVED IN AND
the proper officers all available infor- favors
is recruited
special
privilege
iron
ready to use, your toasted
TOOK OUT
mation, which will assist them in ap- on both sides of the
party line.
prehending or prosecuting violators of
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuthe game laws.
Dayton, Ohio, June 14. A rich luml
fish remember and have some
That
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
The rangers will further be expectwas made at the Fountain saloon, con- uiKiiiuu oi communicating
one
with
ed, as far as practicable, to keep a
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatanother, and that they have a sense !ducted by Ben Zleler- - on Eeaat Fmh
record of the total number of game of
rooms. Electricity will do every thins
in
the
ed
when
theater
district,
able to distinguish blue istreetcolor,
animals by classes killed in their dis-- j from red being
and white is the result of an uurgiurs, wuo seeurca entrance :y
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tricts, to be turned in to the state interesting experiment just tried by jimmying a rear doo', looted three
day and night' Estimates and full inforcash registers and sciured $972.
game warden, at the end of the sea- the professors at the
Carnegie insti
'The West Point of tbe Southwest.
son.
mation cheeerfully given.
They either overlooked or did nrl
tute station located on the islands off
Maps showing the telephone connec- - the Florida coast. The fish selected care to take checks made "Davable 1o
Ranked as "Distinguished
bearer" in the sum of $3,000, which
jtions of the forest service and thelfor the experiment were a species of were
in one of the registers.
Institution " by the U S. headquarters of the rangers will be ray snaDoers whi.-l- i liv nmim,
The stolen cash beIon&e(i to
furnished to deputy state game ward-- j piles of the piers. The experimenters
War Department.
ens by forest supervisors.
by taming a number of these jcllant8 ln that vicinity who had turnLocated In the beautiful Pecoi
In case the regular deputy state fish by daily feedings of chopped fish ed it over to Zieler for safe deposit
Vlley.J,700feetabove sealevel,
over Sunday, having been taken in
jgame warden discovers fire on an area and small minnows dumped from the
unshlne every day. Open air
within or contiguous to the forest, he side of the pie rat regular periods after banking hours.
work throughout the entire
The burglary was discovered early
is expected to promptly
Conditions for physical
notify the during the day. The fish learned that this morning
by a private watchman,
these feedings took place at these
and mental development are
nearest forest officer of the fact.
IDEAL such as cannot be found
The matter of maintaining the game times and were accustomed to hang who notified the police, but Thus far
PHONE 85 MAIN.
no clews have been obtained. Zleler
elsewhere In America. Fourin New Mexico and Arizona is around for the food. They would dart
supply
and
teen officers
Instructors, all
:
.
out and snap up the food as soon as said that the loss will fall upon him.
iHoir.., ,l,..
uy UUUI
c,i,6 laivcu uy rnci seniumii.. i...
as he stood responsible for the various
graduates from standard Eastuiese states, uu ine varson, 1'ecos it was thrown into the water. The next amounts given
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
to his rare.
ep was to stain some minnows red
and Gila national forests of New Mexmodern In every respect.
FACTORY WOOD
The safe containing a large sum,
SWASTIKA LUMP
and
others
blue.
The
blue
bright
red,
wild
ico, deed,
turey, and, in certain and white
was not molested.
Regents
SAWED
WOOD
LUMP
minnows
were
successively
localities, bear may be found, while
E. A. CAHOON. President.
CORD WOOD
COAL
STEAM
on the Sitgreaves and Apache nation- thrown into the water and were snapJ. E. RHEA,
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
al forests of Arizona big game in ped up and eaten by the gray snapJ. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
pers. Next, the blue minnows were working for you, for Santa Fe and
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
abound.
in
the White loaded with filaments
quantities
new
Btate.
the
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
of nettle from
W. A. F1NLAY.
mountains of the Apache
and the the
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stinging
stinging
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particulars and Illustrated
nettle
est is some of the best hunting in fish andis ispainful when eaten by the
address,
avoided by
religiously
the country.
tliem. When the blue minnows were
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
thrown overboard and snapped up by
NOVELTY WORKS.
me snappers they evidently disliked
FOLKS PEEUISH
the results of the stinging nettle
104
OVER DOORBELLS which the minnows contained. After
Galisteo Street
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several hours some more blue min-to
within
few
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last
Up
...!.. t
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netue were
Lansing, Mich., June 14. The police nnurd wmiuui
years it has been considered a
makes Screens, etc. of all
of Lansing are baffled, the residents thrown in, but they were not touched.
breach of etiquette In certain
and Repairs Furkinds
of Grand avenue are angry and the The grap snappers had communicated
to
businesses ano professions
JUNE 16-1913.
niture.
Upholstering. We
with
the
whole
school
and told them
rest of the city is laughing at the
advertise.
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make
the
City
Capital
avoid
these blue minnows, as they
prank of an unknown woman, who
For this occasion the A., T.&
These men have said: "Oh,
Fly Traps. Also Porch
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The red
is all very well
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F. R'y will sell tickets to
yes,
advertising
it a point to ring the doorbell
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in
some
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about
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one-fif- th
fare for the round
iously by the gray snappers, but not
4 o'clock.
ders. Also do all kinds
not do at all for us. It is not
from all points in New
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blue
minnow
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trip
When the report first came in it
touched. This exNEW MEXICO SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
of
work.
business
ethics."
repair
good
Mexico.
was believed that he initiations of periment was repeated the next day
In later years, however, that
ANDthe M. A. C. fraternaties were respon- and the following, with the same reDates of Sale, June 14, 15, 16.
SANTA FE. N. M.
idea is being abandoned, toTelephone 157 W.
sults, namely, the snappers remembersible. Then an angry house-holda
with
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Return Limit, June 21, 1913.
of other
NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION
gether
awakened by the ring'ig of his door- ed the blue minnows and would have
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
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bell one morning, looked out and saw none of them.
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(HAS THE FISH'S CHARACTERISTICS.

logued and Annotated

lot the world where ho hasn't boon.
Practically none whom he isn't known
land recognized aB one of the greatest
authorities on fish culture and all that
jhaB to do with life under water. For-

UNDERWATER

NtiHItlf.

PROF.

TUC

j

STRIKING

COSTUMES

WORN

and your lungs full of good pure nir and you dun't surrender to any of the disease-bearin- g
germs. The best known tonic and alterative, that corrects a torpid liver,
and helps digestion so that good blood is manufactured and the system nourished, is

fiolden Medical Discovery

11l7S-0G43.- r,

j

a. m., Holy Communion.
10 a. m., Sunday School and

8

class.

Prayer, vested
choir and address.
Confirmation, July 1st, at 8 p. m., the
Rt. Rev. Edward Arthur Temple ofa. m., Morning

AT TENNIS

ARE all exposed to such dangers-o- ur
only armor ia good red
WE blood!
Let your stomach be of good digestion, your liver active

RFfiSRIUNfi

1.

after Trinity):

REAL FASHIONS ON REAL WOMEN

jf

a

oaa-ce- at

j

First Presbyterian.

1

j

j

Corner Grant and Marcy, two blocks
northwest of the plaza. B. 55. McCoI- '
fough," minister.'
9:45 a. m. Regular hour for Sunday
school. But this service will be
omitted June 15th. 11 a. m. The reg-- '
ular time for preaching.
This hour
will be turned over to the Sunday
school to celebrate as children's
day. Appropriate exercises to the
day will be given by the scholars.
Christian Endeavor 6:45 p. m. Subject,
"My Choicest Proverb." Evening worship 7:45. Theme, "The Ideal Wife,"
in the series "Love and Matrimony."
The regular prayer meeting Wednesday evening 7:45 o'clock. "Except ye
become converted and become as a
little child, ye shall not enter the

I

one-ce-

.Tune

ficiating.
Friday, June 20th, regular Joint
meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary,
&nd the Woman's Guild at 2:30 p. in.,
at tIle residence of Mrs. James Selig
manAddress by Mrs. E. B. Lloyd
on the subject "Missions in Mexico."
Order of music, June 15th, at 11 a.
m.:
Organ Prelude
Processional
"Through the night of
doubt and sorrow"
Bambridge
Venite Exultemus Domino
Boyce
Gloria Patri
Beethoven
Te Deura
Alter
Jubilate ,
Corbin
Introlt (hymn) "Savior, Blessed
Savior"
Roe
Gloria Tibi
Garrett
Hymn "Love Divine, All Love Excelling"
Moreley
Offertory (anthem) "Lead, Kindly
Buck
Light"
Recessional
"Jerusalem, the Golden"
Iiwlng
Organ Postlude.

A--

nf

6 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass, 9:30, Sermon in English.
in
Third Mass at 10:30, sermon
Si anisb.
At 3 o'clock p. m. the grand procession will start from Rosario chapel to
the Cathedral church. Vespers and
Benediction.
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
9:30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and
English.
Church of the Holy Faith.
j
Itev. Leonidas Smith, Rector.
Services June 15th (Fourth Sunday

11

ADDRESSES

Dr.

First Mass at

By A. F. F"rguson.
Speaking of fish there is the Hon.
Hugh McCormick Fish. Not that he
looks like a fish. Or has the tendency
to fishiness of speech which more or
Jess detracts from the people's estimate of men who sometimes burst Into public life. But the Hon. Hugh has
all the characteristics of a fish.
Which is exactly why he gets his
name in the paper.
It might seem odd that in these
days of automobiles and aeroplanes
and other
things a man
should elect to rest all his claims to
fame in the slippery vertebrae of a
fish. But that is what Hugh M. Smith
has done.
When Woodrow Wilson was called
upon to seilect some one to tell fish
stories to the nation, when George
M. Bowers was attacked with a fit of
hoarseness, there was nothing for
him to do but select Hugh M. Smith
for the Job. Why? Because Smith
had taken a flying start toward it the
minute he saw there was something
in it for him and was really and ac- tually holding it down. Bowers quit
the business of being United States
Commissioner of Fisheries, with Mr.
Smith standing right at his elbow as
assistant commissioner. It was no Job
therefore, for Smith to drop into the
newly vacated chair, reach for the
telephone, ask "Central" to give him
"Main 6" and inform Woodrow that he
was there.
so much
Hugh M. Smith knows
about fish that he calls
them pet
names nobody else, can understand. It
is a reasonably safj bet that the
Smith genealogical tree has a root extending into the water to help prove
that all mankind is descended from
the denizens of the deep. We have
stated he had all the characteristics
of a fish. He has. Smith is the author
of more fish lore than anybody now
living.
Also Smith has another claim to
fame of no mean sort. He is a native
,pf the District .of Columbia and he's
made good at some other line of endeavor. Very few natives of the District of Columbia ever get over it.
There are only a few of them maybe
that's why. But Smith is one and he
is also a graduate of the District's
public schools, its high schools and
the Georgetown University, which is
one of the District's foremost institutions of learning.
He started out to become a doctor
and after going through all the edit ge courses necessary took a second thought and became a ichthyologist. He entered the service of the U.
S. Pish Commission as an assistant
27 years ago. There are very few parts

i
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Pierce's

1913.
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feet collects tae Invisible

spongy
of disease spreads them over
I KY germs
w
uvsau
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1'he committee for arranging the
program reported the following tor the
This famous medicine has been sold by medicine dealers in its liquid form for
opening exercises:
If you prefer you can now obtain Dr.
over forty years, giving great satisfaction.
Song "The Star Spangled Banner"
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery tablets of your druggist at $L0O, also in 50c size
School
the
By
or by mail send 50
stamps, K.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N.Y., for trial box.
,liss Bertha Segura
Piano Solo
fully and properly answered In the People's Medical
lOlieefiinB Ul T Sfot. arc
viser ,y r. v. Pierce. M. D. All the knowledge a younjr
Prof. W. T. Conway
Address
manor woman, wife or daujthter should have. Is contained in this bi(? Home Doctor Book
j
containing 1W panes with eMrrnviiiRH hound in cloth, sent free to anyone sending 31
Song "In tlio Gloaming"
stamps to prepay coat of wrapping and postage.
By the School
vis-i
a
welcome
was
A.
Wood
Prof. J.
Itor at the institute, during the open-- !
ing services. The teachers regard him nodules or tubercules on the roots
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and are pleased to see! which have the
;aa....their friend
power of getting their
Department of the Interior. U. S.
I
I .U ..
!""" aluuuun.a.-Knutriment from the air. The farmer is Land Oflice at Santa Fe. N. M, May
.e io
in ...
luuuy
beginning to learn of these mi- - 10. 1913.
jl)8t
Ui me liiDi.iuutr, auu
Li.t,
lvu
Notice is hereby given that Nestof
croscopic
plants on the roots and the
teachers are loud in their praises of benefit
are to the soil.
Callegos, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
they
inbeneficial
and
most
the
practical
To test the vitality of seed before Jiay 4th, 190S, made Homestead Entry
struction received thus far.
SB
for SW
this simple experiment was No.
planting,
Sec. 10, NE 4 NW
SW
i;ounty acnool superintendent Lorr- given: Have a pupil bring some sesd SE
way gave a short talk to the teach-- j from that which his father expects 14 NW
Section 15, Township
NE
ers along practical lines to be fol-- I
common plate, a blotter, IP. N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
a
take
plant,
in the rural school w ork,
to make
newsaper or cloth, put some seed on it has filed notice of intention
Several teachers are expected to en- - and wet the blotter well, then cover Five Year Proof, to establish claim
roll next Monday, and proper prepa-- i wilh another blotter and then to keep to the land above described, before
rations are being made to seat them. the moisture in cover with another the Kegiste rand Receiver U. S. Land
The teachers are very well pleased plate. Keep in regular heat of z '.ly- Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 16th
of June,
with their quarters.
ing room. Leave alone for about a day
Rosendo
Tapia,
Tapia,
Juan Lopez and Vrsulo Ortiz have week and the good seeds will have
Claimant names as witnesses:
left for their homes in the northern started to grow or germinate.
" "
part of Santa Fe county, having com- j,or lilrge 8eeds like beans or peas Galisteo, N. M
uiKu
.noilaueiiuciLec
iuc
a
Buna.
ai
B0X
0
lJS(,
ieon
pit..
clamp
MANUEL R. OTERO,
warm.
line.
Reelster.
Misses Gretchen and Dixie Dixon
yQr radish seed put some se?d on
jhave completed their attendance. top of a piece of cotton float in; on a A WORKER APPRECIATES THIS.
Miss Gretchen has left for Albuquer-- j
the root hairs will
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
gal)s of water
tjue, where her mother is instructor in iu a Bilort time be seen.
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
the institute, while Miss Dixie has lett
The duality of what seen is often yt.ars my kidneys and bladder incapaclor cioudcrott to visit her uncle dur- - lessened by smut, which is a parasitic itated me for all work. About eight
ing the vacation months. The girls
growing on the wheat. To treat months ago I began using Foley Kidv ere very popular at the institute.
the seed before planting use blue ney Pills, and they have done what
Friday afternoon Prof. W. T. Con-- j vitriol, one pounds to five gallons of other medicines failed to do, and now
way, of the Agricultural
College, water, leaving only five minutes. But I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley
again talked to the institute, telling as it is so strong a better remedy is Kidney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
them of the correspondence course inito use the prescription of 40 per cent
s
State of Ohio, city of Toledo, Lucas
formaldehyde, the same used in
agriculture and emphasized the bene-'o- f
of the boys and girls clubs and balming.
I'se one pound of this to county, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ha
urged the organization of these in 30 gallons of water. Dip the wheat in
their districts so they might enter thai it till throughly wet, leave in a few is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
contests held in connection with the minutes and then spread out and dry Cheney & Co., doing business in the
and all smut germs will be killed.
State Teachers' association.
City of Toledc
Oounty and State
A demonstration lesson was
then
Propagation in fruits is made by aforesaid, an mat said firm will pay
of grafting and budding because of cross the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLgiven which was a combination
practical agriculture and manual traiu-ii.g- . fertilization in seeds of the fruit. Prac- LARS for each and every case of CaThe lesson illustrated various tical ways of grafting and budding tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
ways to knot and splice ropes. After were shown by Prof. Conway, such of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
the lesson, many of the. pupils tried that each teacher could use in any
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Hie tying of the various kinds of knots. school to teach the pupil how to do
in my presence, this Cth day of DeSaturday morning the subject was it successfully.
"Propagation of Plants." Without any
These practical lessons in the sub- cember, A. D. 18SC.
A. W. GLEASON,
discussion as to whether the seed ject of agriculture were very interest- (Seal.)
came first or the plant, or the plant ing and of practical help to the
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internand then the seed, Prof. Conway proceeded to discuss propagation by seed,
ally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
using the. alfalfa seel for example.
EARTHQUAKE IN BULGARIA.
Send for testimonials, free.
Some of the points made were as
earthSofia, June 14. A heavy
V J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
follows:
quake was felt throughout Bulgaria
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Belongs to the leguminous plants today. Considerable damage is rewhich bear seeds in pods as peas, ported throughout the central disTake Hall's Family Pills for
beans and so forth, and they have tricts.
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CONWAY OF THE

TURAL

to
governments have dellglited
honor him and ask for his advice,.
His appointment to the head of the
United States Bureau of Fisheries is
'regarded as one of the very best President Wilson has made. Not only because it was made on the principle of
.promoting able men to fill vacancies
las bureau chiefs, buc because in this
instance probably the ablest man in
j'he world In his particular line has
received the recognition his long years
of labor and deep Btudy deserve.

nni
JL IlC

,

eign

Cathedral Church.
Fifth Sunday after Pentecost,
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ens another

SAM

UNCLE

of Fisheries, Has Them All Cataand Calls Them Pet Names.

Dr. Hugh M. Smith, New Commissioner

Ft

a,i

j

pat

j

j

em-fit-

When All Are Ready, United States Will Have 47 War Crafts That
Their Scrapping Beneath the Waxes.
another of Uncle Sam's 47 bL lit and building submarines,
cently launched at San Francisco, burying itself in the water up to
ning tower.
There are ten submarines building on the Pacific coast. Five
Francisco, two at Seattle and three a Long Beach.
H--

i
j

j

Will Do
was re
the can-

at San

Kingdom of Heaven." "Is it well with THOMAS NELSON PAGE
ACCEPTED TO ITALY.
thee? Is it well with thy husband?
Is it well with the child?"
Washington, D. (.., June 14. The
SMOOTH
SAILING PROMISED
Italian government has notified the
TARIFF BILL IN SENATE.
Nelson
United States that Thomas
Washington, D. C, June 14. Admin-1st ration leaders in the senate assert-- I Page will he acceptable as American
President Wilson probed the party was ready for harmon ambassador.
ious action on the tariff bill and pre- ably will send Mr. Page's nomination
dicted a clear Democratic majority to the senate with other diplomatic
for the measure as it conies from the appointments next week,
caucus.
On Saturday June 21, the Marquis
Today the Democratic ma- jority resumed consideration of sub-- j Confalonieri, the Italian ambassador
committee reports.
here will give a dinner in honor to
the new American ambassador and
A substitute in medicine Is never Mrs. Page,
for the benefit of the buyer. Never be)
pursuaded to buy anything but Foley's SECOND DIVISION U. S.
ARMY IS REVIEWED.
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds for children or for grown
It is prompt and effective.
Texas City, Texas, June 14.
persons.
It comes in a yellow package, with
Secretary of War Henry S.
beehive on carton. It contains no
today reviewed the entire
substitute for
Take no
States
division of the United
opIateB.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. army in camp here. Eight thousand
' men were in line.
The Capital Pharmacy
1

-

j

-

llreck-enridg-

j

CRITICISE

CHINESE

WOMEN

FOR

BINDING

THEIR

FEET, BUT TAKE A LOOK AT THIS.

e

Ho came back with these. He was
told that he had failed miserably. Do
not all fashionable women nowadays
wear tight skirts? And do they not
always have difficulty boarding street

cars?

MUSTARD COLORED LINEN.

And what "action" can be expected
of women whose legs yes legB! are
so tightly swathed and bound that a

TOURNAMENT.

stride is the best they can

"

manage.

"These pictures, nevertheless," said
the staff photographer, "are of value
as showing how illogical is the human mind. We of the western' world
criticize the Chinese women for
binding their feet so tightly that they
can scarcely walk, forgetting that our
own women are also crippled by the

custom of
"We regard the locomotion of the
Chinese woman as awkward, though
the Oriental hobble can be no more
unbecoming than the Occidental jerk.
"When I was taking these snapshots, a man, who no doubt considers
a barbarous custom, regarded with approval these
g

A

4;---

v:k

?

v t

"

'

f

,f I
4l

At Left, Mrs. J. Gordon Douglas; has on a novel outdoor dress of white
striped material, which is strikingly
and Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt
There are few occasions on which effective when worn with a large,
women have better op- black, hemp hat. The dress is trimd
med with black velvet and cut with
to
becoming, attrac- a very low
display
portunity
neck.
Mrs. Vanderbllt Is wearing a frock
tive apparel than when as spectatorn
or novelty goods, made with the fashat outdoor sports.
Here are Mrs. J. Gordon Douglas ionable draped skirt, loose waist and
and Mrs. Reginald Vanderbllt, photo- short sleeves. Her simple white hat,
graphed at the International Lawn trimmed with a single rose, is particTennis tournament Mrs. Douglas ularly well suited and becoming.
well-dresse-

Mustard colored linen is made into
a chic morning gown with trimming
of Irish crochet balls and buttons.
The skirt is plain and not too narrow, with a simulated buttoned lap
at the bottom of the front.
The waist is a simple kimoua

shape brought into a kind .of peplum,
which carries out the idea of the peasant blouse, with a white linen collar
trimmed with Irish lace.
A pretty black and white hat pd
white low shoes with flat heels completes this costume.

The staff photographer, was told to
into the highways and byways
and take "unusual" pictures, full of
go out

"action."

-

women hoisting themselves aboard
the car, and remarked with enthusiasm :
"'Some class, eh? Some class!'"
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that star "Mares" to bring home the

BASEBALL
National

League.
Won Lost

Club

Philadelphia

:1

Pittsburg

27
23
24
20
22

New York
Chicago
Brooklyn

THEY'RE ALL BRAVES, BUT THEY'RE THE "UNDERDOGS"

27

.

Boston
St. Louis
Cincinnati
American
Club
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Chic n so
,
Washington . .
Boston
Detroit . . .".
St. Louis
New Vork

2G

2C
29

33

League.
Won Lost

. .

j

22

:...18
.

. .

....

.

..............

J19
.85
,29
. .27
.24

.

2l
21
13

Western League.
Won

Club
Denver
St. ,1c

Llncrln

29

Omaha
Des Moines
Siouv City
Topf Uii
Wichita

2S

7S0

.17,

.673
.537
.529
.490

Pet.

14
21

.720
.596
.569

27
21
19

'

22
24
25

,

BOOSTERS

53K

.519
.420
.373
.269

29

32

...14

j

National League.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
NVw York at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
American

"I

i

j

American Association.
Kansas City at Indanapolis.
f't. Paul at Columbus.
ilwaukee at Toledo.
at Louisville,
Minneapolis
games.)

,

j

(two
j

6

11

0

5

7

1

and Meyers; O'Toole,
Robinson, Hendrix and Gibson.
Matthew-so-

At Chicago
1

5

5
3

1

0

Curtis, Ragan, Wagner and Erwin,
Fischer; Lavender and Bresnahan.

4
goals.
At Cincinnati
U'dston
2

lr

jjj

j

4

S

1

("ncinnati

2

8

5

James, Tyler and Whaling;
Ames and Clarke.

Brown,

American
At

Mrs.

J

Chicago at Washington.
Letroit at New York.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
t. Louis at Boston.

Ciicago

"--

i

League.

At Pittsburgh
New York

o,

"

.362
.2ti5

Lost

31

.

Pet.

11
23
.24
25
34
37
38

36

DISCOURAGED

Pet.
.703
.587
.529
.511
.4S0
.435
.431
.333

13
19
21

BLUE AND

bacon, and if he devolps any weakness Gomez is in reserve to take his
place. Griego will catch for the Sox,
and with their other four new players,
they should present a formidable appearance.
The Llne-UElks .1. Uerardinelli, catcher; Trye Mrs. Hamilton Tells How She
or Yontz, pitchers; Wilson, shortstop;
Finally Found Health in
Dunbar, first base; P. Berardlnelli, second base; A. Clancy,, third base;
Lydia E. Pinkham's VegKeefe, left field; Koch, center field;
etable Compound.
M., Clancy, right field.
White
catcher; Mares
and Gomez, pitchers; Anaya, short-slop- ;
was bothered terWarren. Ind.-"- "I
Alarid, second base;' Digneoi' ,i
ribly with female weakness. 1 had paiii3
third base; J. Orjtiz, left field; Garcia,
ana- was not n.gumi ,
center field; Baker, right field.
my head ached alt
Don't forget the College grounds at
the time, I had bear'
3 o'clock.' Admission, 25 cents.
ing down pains 'and
my back hurt me tha
biggest part of the
FOR
time, I was dizzy
and had weak feelBIG ROAD RACE
ings when I would
IN CITV TODAY
stoop over, it hurt
me to walk any distance and I felt blue
Tony Chism and G. S. Blount of Al-- 1
and discouraged.
buquerque, arrived in the city this
"I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham'a
morning to help work up the Santa
Fe end of the big Albuquerque, San- - Vegetable Compound and am now in
ta Fe road race on July 4th. They good health. If it had not been for
met with lots of enthusiasm among that medicine I would have been in my
the local autoists, and the details of grave a long time ago.
ArtjeE.
the Santa Fe part of the race have Hamilton, R.F.D. No. 6. Warren, Ind.
'
been pretty well i worked out. The
Another Case,
finish line will be on Don GaBpar
avenue according to present arrange-- j
write to tell you
Esmond, R. I.
ments, about a block south of the how much good your medicine has dona
Montezuma hotel, and three judges me and to let other women know that
will take the time of the cars as they there is help for them. I suffered with
cross the line. The cars will then bearing down pains, headache, was ir- continue up Don Caspar and around regular and felt blue and depressed all
the plaza, returning to the vacant lot the time. I took Lydia E. Pinkham'a
at Don Caspar and Water street where Vegetable Compound and commenced to
they will be parked until they start gain in a short time and I am a well wo- -'
man today. I am on my feet from early
back,
It is estimated that the autos will morning until late at night running a
spend about two hours and a half in boarding house and do all my own work.
Santa Fe before they start on the re- - I hope that many suffering women will
turn. This much layover is necessary try your medicine. ' It makes happier
HANto give the racers time to get in off wives and mothers. 'Mrs. Anna
the road in order that the machines SEN, Esmond, Rhode Island.
will not be continually turning out to
CATCHER ERWIN GETS
pass incoming autos. A three hour
BROKEN ARM TODAY.
limit has been set, and all cars
14. An attempted
June
Chicago,
in
do
not
make Santa Fe
which
that
totime will be requested to turn out steal home in the fourth inning of
miH lonvu tho" inni1 floni1 fnr nnv nf day's game between the Brooklyn and
i
Chicago Nationals, resulted in a brok
i.
,u.
Luc iiinuiiu,ujt-vymiuu uiaj ur; uraucu
en arm for Erwin, the visiting catch
back to Albuquerque.
s nan
The first auto will leave Albuquer- - er. With two out in cnicago Chique-a- t
9:30 and every ten minutes of the fourth, Zimmerman, the
baseman, made a dash for
thereafter another will start until all cago third while
the pitcher was
are on the road. It is estimated now the plate
slid into the
that there will be at least 15 entries winding up.first.Zimmerman
The pitcher delivered
plate feet
and possibly 20.
held it and slapA great amount of enthusiasm is the ball, the catcher
Zimmerman's
it on the runner.
ped
,
in
the race, and it
being aroused
into
catcher's
the
tore
forearm,
splkest
promises to be one of the big attracHnno nf Vyo rlav in Jirtli nUtaa ' Tho which was broken near the wrist.
However ' Erwin did not drop the ball
officials have not been named as yet
,
Zimmerman was declared out. Er
LUl Lilt? Ulft
HID JUUUIAUUILI
ItlLC,
was assisted from the field to Hie
win
hotel has been selected as the head-club house and later removed to the
iu
racers
for
the
this city
quarters

League.

Philadelphia-Clevel- and

3

0
Philadelphia
Gregg and O'Neil; Bush and Schang

ij

j

SAVS

LAT'ONIA DERBY TO
MACK
TIGERS
At Washington
BE RUN TODAY.
'
1
BAD
9
NOT
ARE
.3
Chicago
Cincinnati, Ohio, June 14. Favored
0
..814
Washington
ijvfth ideal racing conditions,, three of
In middle; Maranville and Brown, at Bottom:'
Scott, White and Schalk; Johnson
Philadelphia, June 14. One naive the best three year old thoroughbreds
Pitcher Tyler and Manager Stallings at Top; Hess, Whaling and Captain Sweeney
Ainsmith.
and
of this ancient and historical city, has in the country are ready to go to the
and can only stagger, has. been showing flashes of rare form.
nf ... rnvprleepssnrs
uv-- n .. f tua
v.
,..
a high regard for the Detroit tqam
1,.,H,.,,IQ,.
l,ai
Nothing much is expected of the IIIUUS. UUDCUOll
t today, for the annual running of
ici-uu.uumu
can.
as
he
best
hustis
a
lyivr,
he
along
At
Withal
Boston
j'iu
He is no other than the at'tenuate-f- . the' Latonia derby at a mile and
Boston Braves these days, although
has
sensa-- ; lu.en pitching good ball.
Stallings
most
1
the
Braves
3
9
the
Among
St. Louis
Mr. Mack, who cannot
understand half. The race will be worth apwith a man like George Stallings at ler and a fighter for his team's rights.
the the nucleus of a good team and if he Boston
0
Give Stallings a couple of seasons tional performer is Maranville.
the Tigers are so low in the- race. proximately $8,000 to the winner,
why
the helm, no one is surprised at anywm
of
any
fill
can
a
holes
on
a
been
give
couple
Stone, Mitchell, Powell and Agnew,
with Boston and it he does not pro- shortstoD. whose work has
"Detroit has not a poc r tearn.'J point"the second
richest running
thing.
Just par with that of any man in the National league club an argument. Alexander; Collins and Carrington.
ed
out Mack, " and it's hard to real- event on the American turf.
Stallings is a bench manager, a duce a winner it will be strange.
hole
plug-a dandy little
is
George
(And
is
he
using league.
ize they are not in the first division.
The three horses nominated
to
southerner and a gentleman of the now, like Frank Chance,
Otto Hess, the veteran southpaw, g'er if given a chance.
At New York (10 innings)
Just look over the team. Starting start are:
fiuest Instincts. He is one of the men a team that was wished upon him by
1
6
10
Detroit
Great Britain, weight 122, Lot'tus
right off, it has one of the best'1 out3
5 13
New York
Cobb is the jockey.
fields in the country.
work
team
better
showed
,
McCon-nellrush
distinctly
Willett, Hall and McKee;
match, partly because of the victory grounds were jammed with the
king of them all and Crawford is anGowell, weight 117, Teahan jockey.
and better hitting: Cheape just missMATCH
cars.
Clark, Caldwell and Sweeney.
star. Crawford is a veteran ami
other
Foundation, weight 122, Borel jockof the American team on Tuesday of late arriving
after
ed
another
through
goal,
riding
room
In order to afford standing
hasn't started going right, but he will ey.
IN POLO
firBt close
and partly because of the changes in
was
at
ball.
The
the
play
Association.
American
deliver in the swats in hot weather.
Gowell won the Latonia derby.
for the additional thousands expect- to
the American goal. Milburn rushPLAYED TODAY the lineup since that day.
At Louisville First
had
Veach is one of the cutfield finds of
ed, an additional field paddock
aided
to
carried
it
center,
and
in
ed
2
14
9
In point of both quality and quan- been constructed at the south end of
the last season. Ho has hit above
It will not pay you to waste your
7 12
3
Waterbury missed a Louisville
by Waterbury.
the .300 mark all season.
time writing out ypur legal forms
Meadow Brook Club,' Waterbury, L. tity, the crowd is the most representa- the playing quadrangle and so great
goal.
Olmstead and Owens; Loudermilk,
"The infield is not half bad. Gainer when you get them already printed
tive gathering that ever witnessed was the crush that even this space
I., June 14.
Lockett, with a bad stroke, took Northrop and demons.
teams canteris a fine first baseman, and all be at the New Mexican Printing
the
before
was
packed
and preThe United States and English polo polo play in this country.
wants to do is to jack up his battins.
ed onto the turf. There was little or the ball away from Stoddard
At Columbus
Closely parked in glistening rows, no betting on the outcome of today's vented a goal. A foul was called
forces met in the second game of the
Vitt, at second, appears to be odl of
1
aftwas
it
a
for
If,
this
American
stretched
the
automobiles
here
series
teams;
away
in
St. Paul
against
international cup
place and is not hitting much this seagame.
This took Columbus
5 H son.
. ?
ernoon before, more than 33,000 spec- quarter of a mile on the three sides
At short Detroit is sdjpli il
"Even money and take your choice," charged against Whitney.
to
was
be
and with one of the best
half a point off the first goal
of the field, while as game time ap- was the
Laroy and .lames; Tippie
tators. Interest in the. play
situation.
shortstps in the
general
roads leading to the
Smith.
The change in both teams left the made by America.
country in Ownie Bush. He is strong Do you realize the fact that thousands of
keener today than In the opening proached the
The score at the end of the first
in most departments of the pame and
average polo enthusiast greatly 'n
women are now using
At. Indianapolis
is a great figther to hoot. Molarity
England, lgoal; America, no
doubt as to the comparative strength period:
S
.3
Kansas City
is much better player than he generalteals.
of the fours.
1 C
ly gets credit for being. He is a very
The score ai t'.ie end of th sec Indianapolis
The formation for today was:
and wily man on the paths and gives out
and
Works
Vaughn
O'Conner;
No.
L. E. Stoddard,
American
l;icnd period: England 1 goal; Amer Cotter, Clark.
catchers as much trouble as,C''l or
U Waterbury, No. 2; H. P. Whitney, jca, mjmlg half goal
Milan.
4.
No.
of the third
score
the
end
at
-Devereaux
Milburn,
The
No.
3;
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
v
No. 1; period: England, 1 goal; America,
Captain Cheape,
auiong the as a
BASE BALL GAME
"Stanage is a
English
remedy for mucous membrane afmask-meand this chap McKee has
F. M. Freak, No. 2; Captain Rltzon, goal.
such as sore throat, nasal or
fections,
BE
THING
TO
REAL
4.
DeNo.
fnis
series.
in
Ttfn.
3:
Cantain Lockett,
of'
Ten Seconds
caught competently
Tk.u Tak
The score at the end of the'fourth
inflammation or ulcera
pelvic
catarrh,
to
its
troit needs to pay attention
Substitutes:
ei..mk.r Atari of Puailism Are Us- England, 1 goal; America, 2
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UNITED STATES BANK
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CAPITAL $50,300 00
Business

Your Patronage Solicited
President.

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

Z:r.

J.
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(Owing to the great interest manl
tested in the Persona) Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

brethren:

Mann,
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ADOLF

At Less Than Cost
MRS. W. LINDHARDT

$1.50

125 Palace Ave

$2.00
$4.00
$5.00

e

t

ID

'4-M'.

CITY LOTS FOR SALE
DON DIEGO ADDITION.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SKIRTS

Skirls in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered
Skirls Trimmed In Lace and Insertion

.

.

.

.

.

$1.13
$1.39

... $2.69

Skirls, Wide Embroidery Flouncing
Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery

.$3.23

.

PHONE 180.

1

::::

Balance, $10.00 Per Month

$50.00 Down,

Warranty

13

Deed--1- 9

Taxes Paid.

O. C. WATSON & CO.

Alvan X White.

WITH

AND REST CONTENT.

HAYWARD

H0MES
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cn Gal"
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Large lots, good buildings, fences and
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have garden patch. These will go quick. Are
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Plaza at BARGAIN PRICFS.

trees.

you interested

?

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

1

(C. A. BISHOP)
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are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all
White Underskirts for Ladies.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

'

I
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one establishment In New Mexico tolonger than has been its custom. But dou't you think it has a great way yet strange
de la Crus Pino, of Qallsteo, N. M
the Northern Lake
Adirondacks,
to go in the direction of democracy?
There isn't. An "eugenic" marriage day better or more generously equip- RIDE IN AUTO who, on Not. 26, 1910, made Home
i
is nothing in the world but a plain, old- - r,6d, either as to machinery or skill-Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
stead
No.
C14579,
4
for
SW
Entry
'
It looks as if the tariff bill was in for a pretty rough voyage In the fashioned, horse-sens- e
marriage under ed men, than the Range.
Resorts this summer?
Sec 31. Twp. 12 N., and
Clarksburg. W. Va.. June 14. His SW
senate. Senator La Follette has a speech bottled up in support of various a fancy label.
The support given the Range 1" first ride in his automobile
N
NW
SW
NW
Section
result
may
La
amendments and from past experience it is well understood that if
Indeed, it's the only kind of mar- the past by the business men and citi fatally for Benjamin Nichols, 55 years 6. Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
Follette really wants to he can talk a week without any difficulty what- riage that is a real marriage; any zens of Raton and Colfax county has old,
an employee of the South Penn P. Meridian, has fried notice of Inteninformation about
Complete
ever, and indeed, it is even hinted that he is planning to do that very thing. other kind is only legalized vice.
been excellent.
I trust this may be Oil Company, at Folsom, this county. tion to make five year proof, to esled
summer
not
fares
that
is
and train service,
it
Penrose,
any
by
opposition
considered,
expected
Generally
The Swarthmore maid who is to be steadily increased under improving
He is lying in a serious condition in tablish claim to the land above de
or any long speech by La Follette will change a line or a word in the
sent
if you
etc.,
promptly,
business
before
is
as
a
and
scribed,
married
a
at
hotel
conditions,
Sardis with a crushed back
eugenically
Register and Receiver,
pledge
merely using
bill, but it will give a chance for some senators to make a record the
which every woman ol appreciation I desire to give assur- and other Injuries received today U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
prudence
and that's something.
ought to use before she gives herself ance that no movement for the true when he tried to turn the automobile on the 10th day ot March, WIS.
0
to
a man by requiring the lucky fellow betterment of the town or county shall around in front of the hotel. The ma
Claimant names as witnesses:
H. S. LUTZ, Afent,
Jack Johnson says "a year Isn't much." It isn't enough, as far as the
chine backed over a bank, turned over
to match his marriage certificate with ever lack support from this paper.
Juan Baca. Placldo Lones. nf
people are concerned, though they are glad of even a twelve month
and fell upon him.
c clean bill of health, a test to which Raton Range.
SANTA FE,
N. M, Aatfoalo Villanueva. Aguatln
This Will Start Something.
she Is also willing to submit.
Nichols had Just purchased the auto ftaatrw, Of Galiatoo, N. M.
NEW AiEX ICO
Sensible folks
about to marry Why not locate the state school of mobile and was driving It to his home
There seemB to be a general impression abroad, that there are lobbyists
MANUEL R, OTERO.
haven't always gone so far as to re-- mines in Silver City? The institution at Folsom when the accident occured.
In Washington, even though the senators have not seen them.
Beglater
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developed lies within a mile or two of
FRATERNAL
the cm porution limits.
Dr. S. D. Swope la in Minneapolis
MASONIC.
Montezuma
attending clinics in the famous Mayo
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
hospital of that city. He will attend
or unvr-r.ishc- d
FOR
the meeting of the American Medical
communiRegular
looms. Call at. New State t.Vfe
association in Baltimore before return-ircation first Monday
home.
of each month at
KtoULIINli IN IHUHtAitU HtN ojMALL
rooms
for
WAN'TKI) Furnished
Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.
at
Hall
Masonic
A. If. Lowe, Western Union operator
AT A PREMIU- M- SOUTH
COTTAGES
Address 'K,"
Light I lousekeeping.
7:30.
iii the uptown offico In Deming, will be
Green, But She Finally Found
i
this office.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
SIDE TAKING THE LEAD -- PROPERTY
relieved in a few days by G. J. Ince,
Relief in Cardui.
CHAS.
E.
L1NNEY,
Secretary.
of Denver, Colo. Mr.
will go to
VALUES SOARING SKYWARD.
KIR RENT A thru or six roi m
some point on the El Paso and SouthAphouse furnished or uiii'uriiiKlicd.
Fe
western.
Santa
No
C.
Va.
Mrs.
J.
of
this
Meetze,
Chapter
Open
to I). S Lowit:li.
ply
one
our
of
"I
R.
suffered
A.
M.
afternoon
with
1,
place,
says:
womanly
Yesterday
Regular
K. K. McClintook, district manager
troubles so that I could
sit up.
second
convocation
for the Western Union, with head prominent real estate men made the Two of the best doctors hardly
in our town
Piano for Sale In first class condi- of
each
month
Monday
in
was
to
at
Ami
iVGaioti
had
TVlQ
clients
vvwiylf.
Denver,
who
trlo1 lllffurunt
remark that, he
quarters
Deming
eight
('all between 2 and 4 p. in. 107
Masonic
Hall
at
atltion.
on
with
business
local
office.
the
day
desired to rent a small cottage with ciues, uiuu i gave up an nope oi ever
avenue.
7:30
Washington
p. m.
well.
getting
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Perry and Mr. and modern conveniences, and lie was unJ. A. MASSIE,
One day, I decided to try some Car
Mrs. Prod Sherman will leave Satur- able to accommodate them at a
II P.
FOR
SALE Good (; horsepower
less dui. It did ro much for mo that I ARTHUR S ELI G MAN,
day in automobiles for San Antonio,
ordered some more, and it cured me!
Good condition.
l.eft'el steam engine.
Secretary.
rental
that
and
he
$25
month,
per
TexaB.
From this point, the I'errys
Today, I feci as well as I ever did la
Mexican
New
Apply
Printing com- will proceed to Palacios, Texas, to at- had on his list only two at that fig- mv life,
Fe
Santa
Ipany.
Comnianflery
The pains and the trouble sre nil
tend the state encampment of ytiung tire, and these were both some dis- No. 1, K. T. Regular
Pne. I feel like another person In
heart of the citv.
"
people of the liaptist church. From tance from. the
wlr.h
I
.
wav.
sufferer
could
fourth Monconclave
,
every
every
ladv wants
itKFIXED. middle-nct-a won- - knnw what Cardui will do for sink
there they will go by rail to New Or- i nr, puni hi iiiuuiuB mis
in each month at prisitioii in widower'H home. Neat,
day
leans, and thence by boat to Tampa, derful increase in buying and selling, woinpn."
I
f
'!(
good cook, one boy. two years old.
A few doses of Cardui at the right
ami those
11a., where they will visit Mr. Perry's together with building,
P. 111.
New
Health good. Address, L. S.,
save
a
doctor
will
to
own
vacant
many
lots
time,
bill,
close
a
to
big
for
lucky
short
enough
time, returning
parents
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. Mexican.
sickness.
in
serious
by
have
been
th
tn
nrlei.n
lumnlnz
preventing
Deming late in the summer by the
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
!l tonp,s UD Jhe nervous system, and W.
same route.
The Shermans
will go such an extent that most of the deals
made
ROOMS FOR MEN
within the past three months
Newly furnish
from San Antonio to Corpus Christi,
Santa Fo Lodge of Pev-- !
ed,
light and airy, shower bath, use of
Texas, to visit Mr. Sherman's brother. has been of property lying on the out restored to health and happiness by
fectlou No. 1, 14th deFrom there they will go to Iowa to skirts of the city.
library. Mrs. A. K. P. Robinson, corner
using Cardui. Suppose you try it.
gree. Ancient and Ac- - Grant
It may be just the me Jicine you need.
and Johnson. Phone i!70 J.
The boom on the south side still
visit relatives for six weeks, and wi.ll
of
Rite
Scottish
ccpted
n turn to Deming by the same route. continues, and property values are N. R Write tn: Ladles' Adisorv Rtpt., Chatta.
meets
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Free
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I. II. Ferguson, Jr., of Miles, Texas, jumping by leaps and bounds.
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book. Home Trtauneal
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adjusted
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love
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money;
that
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the real
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Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
"
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month.
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ing
ler & Ferguson.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32"
;A11 repair work and typewriters guarers who do not derive 15 per cent on
Venerable Master. antecd
Fe
El
Santa
Typewriter
their investment in these properties
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy,
change, Phone 231 W.
feel they are not getting the returns
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
the conditions warrant. The same It warmed up a little yesterday after
B. P. O. E.
50H St'CCESSFI'L. PROSPEROUS
conditions prevail on Galisteo, Man several cool days following the big;
De Vargas.
Fe
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Santa
LodgeNo
Montezuma
and
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'her rain the middle of the week, and the'
T. J. Sanford, City.
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build
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selling
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went
thermometer
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A. Payne, Denver.
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at wholesale
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warm.
be
that
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W. W. MacFarland, Denver.
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500 more w anted, nest groc
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ery proposition ever offered. Build
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Horace Harper, Artesia.
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up paying business at. home. Write
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month.
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vast improvements made to the Guad
naming county
D. D. Conway, Alamosa.
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F. L. Easton, Denver.
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W. W. Mills, Springer.
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complete
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Santa Fe Lodge
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A Cool
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Made possible by a clean, convenient

cook-stov-

e.

hed

'

Oil

Cook-stov- e

7

i

Strike a match, touch it to the wick, and you
have the right heat for cooking anything, without overheating the kitchen.
No coal or wood. No dirt or ashes.
The New Perfection is made with , 2, 3 or
Indicator shows how much oil is in the tank.

d

'J

.

th?' ES
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4 burners.
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m

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City
Cheyenne,
Butte,
Boise,

It.

j

THE WEATHER

j

j

NEWS OF THE STATE
Freak.
a
A little whirlwind, the size of
small
came bouncing
up
cyclone
across the country one day this week
and stopped to have a little fun with
a barn of W. R. Beddow's In which
he had a lot of sewing machines stored. The barn was picked up and removed to another part of the lot, setting right side up and not even a pane
of glass was broken. One large machine was also transferred to a different part of the premises without damage of extra cost. Wise housewives
bhould make a beeline to the store to
buy them machines, because they sure
will last forever. Gallup Independent.
A Whirlwind

A

Bad Fall.

Saturday evening, last, while
placing some dishes on a table, Mrs.
On

J. S. Crabb of King, fell, and it is
thought broke three ribs on the left
side. She had picked up a somewhat
weighty parcel of dishes and started
across the floor, when her toe caught
in the carpet causing her to fall
across some object sitting on the
floor, breaking three ribs.
Mrs. Crabb is fifty-fou-r
years old.
While she was prevented from attend- ing the convention, her bruise is not
thought to be dangerous. She was
waited on by tier Husband, wno, we
understand, has considerable medical
skill. McDonald News.
Had Over Two Inches.
Roswell and all the Pecos valley Is
rejoicing over the large amount of
rainfall during the past week, and
prospects that:ime will be continued.
to' Weather Forecaster
According
Wright a total of 2.10 inches has fallen
during the week, including the storm
of last Wednesday evening. Reports
state that the rains extended pretty
generally all over the valley, north
and south, with greater or less degree
of severity. Old timers in the valley
agree that many thousands of dollars worth of good have been done
by the rains ,the range showing most
remarkable improvement, and smaller
tracts in proportion. Roswell Record.

i

J

in all probability

tended, they
might
have received a severe shock, or even
worsts
lost their lives.
The three
were pretty well shaken up by the
fchock, to say the least.
The McKinleys live at the home of
Judge Frank Parker and the tree, an
umbrella tree, was one of the oldest
and finest on the place. Rio Grande
Republican.

Fire From Combustion.
An alarm of fire called the local
lire department from their nice warm
beds this morning at 4:30 to make
their way through the sea of mud to
the warehouse of the Standard Grocery company's store, where it was
found that a smouldering blaze existed
In a large pile of flour. On throwing
open the door, the inrush of air caused
the flames to spring into active and
vicious life, but the application
of
chemicals quickly quieted the blaze
It was fortunate that the lire was discovered when it was, for had it
smouldered a few hours lnne-pit
might have resulted In a considerable
conflagration on the opening of the
doors for the morning's business.
It is believed that a leak in the roof
fet in water enough to dampen the
flour, which became heated by fermen
to the
combustion
tption
point
Chunks of caked flour charred entirely
through were found after the blaze
had been extinguished.
The presence
of gasoline and kerosene in proximity
to the blaze Increased the danger to
other buildings in the block and created some anxiety with merchants in the
vicinity. Raton Range.
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Laughlin Bid?. Calls

OFFICE HOUEa:

invig-Sont-

j

;ln fhe District Court, County of Santa
Fe, Slate of New Mexico.
George lwis. Plaintiff, vs. Mary E.
Lewis, defendant. Divorce No. 8016.
Notice of Publication.
The above named defendant, Mary
E. Lewis, is hereby notified that d
suit in divorce has been commenced
against you in the District Court for
ithe County of Santa Fe and State of
iXew Mexico, by said plaintiff, George
Lewis, wherein plaintiff prays that by
order and decree of thin Court he
may bo given an absolute divorce from
isaid defendant on the grounds of
and abandonment and cruel
jand inhuman treatment and for other
tind further relief in the premises, etc.,
land you are further notified that unless you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance in said suit on or bo- fore the 5th day of July, A. D. 1913.
decree pro confesso therein will be

si

j

lendered against you.
Plaintiffs
attorneys are Messrs.
Hunker & Hunker, whose office and
Post Office address is Las Vegas, New
.

50

e

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,

promply attended day or night.
UNION OF AMERICA.
T
OKU
XTn
If
tr
hntrlo
ratrtilar
a. 171., I 10 4 p. m., 7 10 8 p. HI
meeting on the first Thursday of each j 10 If
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Katherine L. Norton, New bedtord
Visitine brothers are invited and wel
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
come.
across my dacK, witu a miming anu
BENITO ALARID, President,
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
scalding feeling. 1 took Foley Kidney
I 'ills
as advised, with results certain
ODD FELLOWS, land sure. The pain and burning feel-N2, I. O. O. F.
ing left me, I felt toned up and
Fe Lodge orated. I recommend
Foley Kidney
meets
rheumatism,
regularly lills." For backache,
every Thursday evening at S o'clock lumbago and all kidney and bladder
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. Tho
ers always welcome.
Capital Pharmacy.
FRATERNAL

J'

ir

visiting

are most
Knights
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
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MILES;
Burned 2500 Acres.
Supervisor Don P. Johnston, of the
CHEAPER THAN THE
Gila national forest,
BEEF
returned ;,' late
Sunday night from the scene of the
fcrest fire in McKinney park. When Mr. Meat Eater Gets His Cuts 15 Per '
JaK
'
Mr. Johnson left there it was
still
Cent Cheaper than the Beef Barons
Him
burning, but surrounding the 15 miles
for
in
Meats
Raised
Charge
of its front a fire path had been made
This Country, yet Australia is a
and backfires started so that the work
Month's Ocean Voyage Away.
"It's fit for a king," said the
remaining consisted of patrolling the
Inlilf .vJ
lines and putting out everything that
lit:!
.L
,
threatened to cross the guard. Mr.
Peas.
His
Eating
Johnston and his party left Silver City
Harlan Mathews was in town Mon- Monday night at 5 o'clock.
They campday and reports the rabbits eating up ed for the night at the Redstone saw:
his crop of field peas. The peas came mill. Tuesday night they were withiri
along fine, and even grow anew after plain sight of the fire, but at dark they
the rabbits bite them off, and if rain were forced to
again as progress
should come shortly Mr. Mathews in the darknesscamp
was Impossible. Start
thinks the peas would grow too fast
at daylight they still had six miles
for the rabbits and get away from tingmake.
They found the force which
them, but if it remains dry much had been
fighting under Assistant Su- longer the rabbits would get away
A. II. Douglas and Rangers
with the peas.
As showing what a pervisor
Woodrow and
Monroe prnctically
the
has
Mathews
Mr.
rabbits
are,
pest
down and out after 4S hours continup. small patch of alfalfa
In
planted
rows and extending outward from his ous work in the heat and smoke, durbarn. The farther end of the rows ing which time they had only eaten
are eaten into the ground, while next such food as they could grab and eat
to the barn where the rabbits are without cooking. The new force went
afraid to approach it is twelve to six- at it with a will, and the first comers
were given a chance to snatch a little
teen inches high. Estancia
sleep. The rough nature of the country increased the work very largely
Knew Where it Struck.
by lengthening the amount of guard
The extreme dryness of
Forest McKinley had a close call for necessary.
his life during the electrical storm last everything was evidenced by the fact
week. He was standing In his yard that one pine needle set afire would
not more than twenty feet from a burn to its end. While the fire line
large tree, when a bolt of fire descend- Is 15 miles long, It is so irregular that
Two j Supervisor Johnston
ed, tearing the tree asunder.
estimates the
young ladies, unknown to Mr. McKin- - j area burned over at only about 2500
ley, had but a few minutes before the acres.
crash ridden into his yard intending
Mr. Johnston left Monday afternoon
'Tastes great," said the
to take shelter under the tree. He ad-- for Albuquerque. Silver City
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is trying to bust the beef trust" by
MILES OF WOVEN
furnishing Australian beef at 15 per
cent below the American market
WIRE FOR DEWING Frozen meat is coming from Australia into the United States through San
IF I FAIL TO CURE any CAHCER or TUMOR
Deming, N. M., June 14. The Home- - Francisco, by the ship load. A shipUnloading Frozen Australian Meat at San Francisco. In the foreground
TREiIp ,fi";;ton:BoneorDiipBladi plot company today gave' an order for ment of 192.000 pounds recently arriv- - is a government inspector passing the meat
50 miles of woven wire
or PAIN
fence, 52 led here and sold at from 10 to 20
in Quality, and ably larger than the United States
leches in height for fencing The three per cent less than the beef trust tically no difference
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posts, making a very substantial
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supplied
fore
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cause
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Sore on the lip. face
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ing In size from three to twenty acres. the surplus fats were removed in Aus- specincauons as to goou quamy uuu
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TO BOMB
Hence, only condition."
from the ships, piled up on the wharf
ANY LUMP JN WOMAN'S BREAST An electric pumping plant is installed tralia before shipment.
T. A. Fricke, of Victoria, and P. and sold direct to the retailer. It is
I CANCER, and if neglected h always pouwna or each tract sufficient In size for its the choicest parts remain.
dem (lands in the armpit, and kills quickly. irrigation. Underground cement conF. E. Booth, Ei. Quinn, of New South Wales, Aus- not taken to a wholesale house. This
"Australian beef, '
Address OR. 4 MRS. DR. CHAMLEY
duits are, being laid on each of these the biggest importer on the Pacific tralian commissioners, maintain that is a more direct line from producer to
Sojete Rgable." Poor Curai.t Half PrworFrm tracts for conducting the water from coast, "has come to star. In England Australia can furnish the world its consumer, than is pursued by meat
s
M ST., LOS AI6ELES, GIL the storage reservoir to all parts of 90 per cent of the meat used Is im- meat supply.
dealers in this country, and is another
. IHDLT SEN 01 UKES if tki AF.q !CTEtt' the tract. The land that Is being thus ported
in cold storage. There is prac
"Australia is a country consider- - reason why prices can be cut.
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high-clas-
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A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st,

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

No. 3

'

A. ORTIZ,

Clerk.
EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
(SEAL)

B

SUBSTITUTE COULD OO THIS.
infprjor substitute hut onlv the
EPnine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. p. Wallich, Bartlett, Nebr., of
hf9 wd
trolble He
WM
Lbothered with backache and the .
pain
W0,,W fUn "P t0 the back of my head'
nnd 1 had 8pe"8 ot dizziness- - 1 took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the!
work and I am now entirely rid of kid
ney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy.
KCl

x

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing; out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing cod
paay.

1913.

Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35
p--

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

Call

"Central" for Train
Reports.

a
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linquish possession of
AT A BIG DISCOUNT
valuable lands In the Salt creek basin
TRIAL
Read Andrews "ad" and help build
MURDER
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STARTLING NEWS
of this state.
TAILORED
owing to an overstock.
up Santa Fe.
Judge Itiner ruled that the
AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND OUR
Denver, Colo., June 14. Testimony
tary of the Interior and the
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
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John W. Springer
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to get prices before purchasing
TOR RENT Furnished front room,
ERY MILL FOR A DOLLAR AND A HAL
lands from entry. The land originally after having been alone In her bed forget
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elsewhere.
with private bath in connection.
by
Help build
was withdrawn by President Roose-- j room with Harold Y. Henwood, which
AND TWO DOLLARS A WEEK.
Grant avenue.
velt's order and later President Taft figured prominently In the hitter's first
BIT VOU CAN GET JUST AS
as invigorating
A bath is twice
restored it to the public domain. Con- - trial for the murder of George E. Cope-lan(when you have a Rood
Ipswich, Mass., June 14. Testi- - gress subsequently withdrew the land
was permitted to be
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bath brush, with Wther straight
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at
the second trial today.
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regarding
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curved handles, at Hook's.
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hosiery mill, where fatal rioting oc- withdrawal.
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tration the oil company entered upon Cora Carpenter,
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Tuesday night,
housekeeper on the
or commissioners will meet as a uouia by the defense when the hearing of the land and
Are vou for
improved it. Judge Rin-e- r Springer ranch, and Bhe also had tes
of uqrulizatiou on Monday. .June 2.1 the nineteen persons charged
with
day for the defense in the hearings
held the act of congress withdraw- tified to
serving many drinks to MrB. of the government suit to dissolve the
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not
having business with thu rioting was continued today.
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retrocative.
the
land
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Springer and Henwood on the same corporation.
bi.rd will remember the date.
Christiana Panageopoulou, aged 16 property Is valued at $250,000.
No. 4
night.
'S'!Sfl Mr. Bacon was a director of the IlFOR SALE All kinds of building years, said she bad worked iu the
4
Thomas Lepper, formerly chauffeur linois and federal steel companies be.lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
mill for a year and a half for a weekfor the Springers, had testified that fore they were acquired by the corMeets The Publiciay ly wage of $1.50, "sometimes ten cents HARUESTER CO.
Committee
he had seen Airs. Springer In Hen- - poration and figured in the organizaand Printing committee or me rourui less, but never a nickel more."
wood's embrace while they were being. tion of the parent company. He reof July celebration, Judge W. H. Pope,
Pouiltza Baizou, who has been in
KANSAS LAWYER driven from Denver to the Springer signed from its directorate in 1905,
chairman, held a meeting this morn- America for a year and a half, and
in 1912.
he said, and was
ranch.
ing and will meet again Monday. They has been employed at the mill for a
in detail
described
of
The
witness
The
the
of
object
will be ready to report to the main year, said Bhe received
about two
Chicago, June 14. William J. Calthe negotiations which led up to the
committee Tuesday.
dollars a week. Never more, and houn, former United States minister the Carpenter and Lepper testimony,
brick
room
four
FOR RENT Two
sometimes less. Neither girl is a to China, appeared today as a witness by the prosecution is to attempt to es-- j formation of the corporation and cor
over the affections of roborated the testimony of Judge
residences with bath. O. C. Watson & defendant.
lor the defense in the International tablish jealousy
who was a prominent Gary that the idea of obtaining a
Mrs.
Co.
Springer,
19
t
old,
years
hearing.
Harvester company
Anthippe Ladopoulou,
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS AND who was accused of rioting, said she He was questioned about an alleged society woman of this city, as the monopoly or suppressing competition
1
THE had worked
motive for .the tragedy w hich ended in was not discussed by its organizers.
YOURSELF.
FOR
JUDGE
in
the
nearly three years
lobby by means of which, the governIS
WHITE HOUSE.
mills. His average wage was $6.50 ment charges, an investigation of the Kenwood's killing Sylvester L. Von
MRS. PANKHURST IS
8
Reservoir Not Cleaned Though the a week.
RED, PINK AND
Harvester company by the Kansas Phul, his alleged rival, and Copeland,
AGAIN PLACED IN JAIL.
u bystander, during a ngnt Between
filled over half way
has
reservoir
on
out
went
the
said
She
she
1903.
in
that
was
prevented
legislature
8
London, June 14. Mrs. Emma Pank-hurs- t
Phone 12.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
with water, it is contended that it has street Tuesday night when the mill
Mr. Calhoun said that the Harves- - Von Phul and Henwood in the bar of
Si
was arrested again today and
not been cleaned, and the present in- whistle blew. There was no disturb- - tPr company hac employed an attor- - a local hotel.
to
taken
Halloway jail. She had been
syswater
works
of
the
was
ance at the time, but she
arrest' ney in Topeka, whose duties were to
vestigation
The defense has advanced the plea
released on license on May 30 owing
tem is being partly made for the pur- ed and taken to the police station in look after
In Kansas.
of
legislation
to. ill health brought about by a
pose of determining what steps to an automobile.
V. H. Rossington,
"This attorney
"hunger strike" while she was serving
take to compel the water eompany to
"It was my first automobile ride," now dead was told," said Mr. Calher sentence of three years penal ser- clean the reservoir. Through an
she added with a smile.
houn, "that no matter how harmful
tvitlirlp.
the statement was made
She said that at meetings of the the legislation proposed might be, noJOIN NAUY FOR
in last night's paper that the reservoir strikers,
which, she attended, the thing under any circumstances was
was recently cleaned.
BONUS SUGAR OWNER MAKES GOOD
leaders, Carroll L. Pingree and Na to be paid the men who were behind
Wanted a second hand copy of Bun- - than Hermann, who are charged with the
WITNESS.
of the bills."
framing
Address, murder, advised against violence. Po
dclier's
"Delightmakers.
He said he was present when Cyrus
14. An offer
Sioux
June
la.,
City,
Chamber of Commerce, City.
liceman M. A Moore testified to be- - h. Bentley, then counsel for the com of $10,000 if he would give up the girl
(Continued on oage four).
V lute inff at a meeting of strikers at which
FOR SALE Some choice
pany, delivered this caution to Ros- he loved and enlist in the United
Leghorn hens, $1.00 each. Splendid Hermann told the strikers not to use sington.
NON-KIN- K
States navy apparently has been turn- tember in, 1012, he had seen Mr. Willayers. C. H. Smith, 507 College St. weapons or force, but to fight by
Charles Blood Smith, a member of ed down by Charles Jason, son of a son and that he had been assured
Clifford S. Losey, the eye, ear, activity.
the Topeka law firm to which Ros- wealthy rancher near Niobrara, Neb. that the beet sugar interest need
nose and throat specialist of Las Ve
"Picket with your hands in your sington belonged, denied that his firm
Two weeks ago Charles Jason left have no fear.
gas, will be at the De Vargas hotel, pockets," he said.
"You need not be one bit afraid,
is the best that can
had done any lobbying for the Har- a check for $10,000 at the recruiting
June 12th, 13th and 14th: Hours
vester company. On cross examina- - station here to be turned over to his sir." Douglass quoted the president
be produced. It is
p. m.
made by the Boston
jtion Mr. Smith admitted that the com son the moment he enlisted in the as saying.
In the letter to Wallace about that
Try our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
pany paid Rossington $8,545 for ser- navy. The son said he would think
RubWoven Hose&
be
Almond Cream, nothing better can
vices during February and March, it over, but he has failed to return conversation Douglas added after the
ber Co., the largest
used on hands and face. Zook's Pharand recruiting officers do not believe quotation, "I don't believe that Mr.
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An
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Fiully
He and his brother
ing is to devise ways and means for
former detective of this city, for hav- - interest together with more confident of free sugar.
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u
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are requested to attend. The picture consumers on Santu Fe creek, which uujii man,
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of
$000.
3 points, on top of the large gains in Colorado, Nebraska and California
Quality.
to
farmer,
of the troop taken near Monument was decided by the state engineer in
Evidence furnished by Gallo and already achieved since the rebound and now had $1,400,000 invested in
Rock are now ready for sale and may favor of J, V. Norment.
cane sugar in Louisiana.
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die umiuu gang tlljuwu an Degan.
be secured from Mr. Parkhurnt.
Mr. Oxnard, informed the committhe "forty thieves," led to the indict-- ;
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modern
FOR RENT New
Judge Richardson Qualifies.
ineiu oi uie omcers cnargeu witn nav- - mm. -- hpprfiil rhnrneler of western tee that "Havemeyer or some other
brick house southeast corner Capitol
with the sugar
person connected
Judge Ci. A. Richardson, of the Ninth ing protected the gang in its work andtrade and
cr0), ttdvicea, as weli a8 bv trust" informed him .that the "sugar
grounds. Mrs. Ceo. M. Kinsell, Phone judicial difatrict, has filed his qualifica- having received part of the proceeds
tn calmer fe6ling abroad conBequellt
123 J.
trust' 'spent $750,000 in the Cuban retion papers for that office, with Sec- of its operations. The district attor-- on
in1provement in the Balkan situa-l.cThe Blind May See A kindly act retary of State' Antonio Lucero.
fight. When asked how it
ciprocity
assperteu today that he had
settle-dencand paS8inB o the London
was spent, Mr. Oxnard
has added a mother to the list of
suggested
from the same source to show jTnpnt wHi,mit prinna trnni.ia
some of it may have been spent "in
Petition Denied.
happy ones in Santa Fe. Mrs. Rothat an organized gang of pick pockets
iu money rates
decrease
Growing
mero living on College street is the
A petition to change the case from lime enjoyed similar protection,
which made funds available for bull subsidizing newspapers."
mother of a blind baby, and it was the equity to the law side of the docket
operations was one of the important THE BRILLIANT STARS OF JUNE.
through the efforts of Ernest Taschek was denied in the tecieral uisirici NEW SPANISH CABINET
factors in bringing about broader and i
that enough funds were raised among court yesterday by Judge Pope in the
MINISTERS NAMED, more active market. Virtually the en-By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
the employes of the federal building case of Florence Lillian Garcia vs.
Madrid, Spain, June 14. Count Al- - tire list of stocks traded in shared in Saturn and Jupiter will al'. be morning
and his friends to pay the cost of an Petra G. Garcia, and others. The ac- varo de Romanones formed the new the
rife, which proceeded until the stars, but Foley's Honev and Tar
operation by an eye specialist, per tion was brought by the next friend Spanish cabinet today in which off- close with no serious check.
Compound is at all time-- th.6 "Star"
formed on the little one. The happy ot the
medicine for coughs, colds croup .".nd
plaintiff who is an infant of ices were distributed as follows:
Bonds, were firm.
mother is now hoping that the opera- three years now residing in Califorv hooping cough. A cold in June is as
Premier, Count Alvaro de Roman-ones- .
tion will prove a success and that her
WESTERN COMMERCIAL MEN
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneunia, and seeks to have her recognized
baby will see the light of day, when as the
Minister of foreign affairs, Lopez
heir of E. G. Garcia,
ELECT ANNUAL OFFICERS. monia as at any other timo, but not
legitimate
the bandages are removed.
several Munez.
who died at Albuquerque
Denver, Colo., June 14. R. W. Har- if Foley's Hony and Tar Compound is
Don't think of toilet soaps slmpiy months ago. Petra G. Garcia, the deMinister of the interior, Duke of ris of Denver, was elected grand coun- taken. The Capital Pharmacy.
as soap, but buy it because its cleans- fendant is the mother of the deceased Alba.
cillor of the Commercial Travelers of
Minister of finance, Suarez Inclan. America, jurisdiction of Colorado,
ing as well as its delightful properties. and bv his wife sole heir and executor.
It will not pay you to waste your
SARGENT,
Q.
Our soaps will please you. Zook's.
Minister of war, Gen. de Luque.
New Mexico and Wyoming, in con- time writing out your legal forms
1 PAY LESS AND DRESS BETTER
Minister of marine, Araalie Jimino. vention today.
when you can get them already printDischarged From Bankruptcy.
BY
H. 1Y1ENDENHALL,
Minister of public works,- Rafael
TRADING AT THE
WHITE
Other officers were, J.' W. Mosser, ed nt the Now Mexican
Printing
Bert Levy, of Alamogordo, was dis- Gasset.
HOUSE.
Denver, grand junior councillor; Geo. Company,
from bankruptcy yesterday
charged
Put Underground
Representative by Judge Pope.
Mullare, Trinidad, past grand counW. VIRGINIA TROUBLE AIRED.
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Department
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in
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will
bi
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style
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lOaston, of the Western Union is In
secretary; B. F. Wilson, Denver,
U. S. Commissioner.
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(Continued from page one).
town, and will confer with the
grand treasurer; H. B. Metcalf, PueT. J. Brown, of Hachita, N. M.. has
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
ol the chamber of corv
blo, grand conductor; S. C. Hall,
combeen appointed V. S. commissioner by mittee how he died while
to Trinidad, Grand Page; Thomas Gibbs,
merce and the city council relative U
papered. Many private baths and all the
trying
B.
Hall,
W. H. Pope, vice Jesse
the inciter Oi placing the wires of that Judge
get his family into the cellar when Denver, grand sentinel.
hotel.
forts of a first-cla- ss
resigned.
the bullets from the train began to
Pueblo was chosen as the next concompany under ground. It is probable
riddle his home. None of the men vention city.
that the Western Union will act in
Filed.
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Bankruptcy
at the Estep house had guns with
conjunction with the Mountain States Aaron
M. Adler, of Las Vegas, N. M., them.
MORE TESTIMONY TAKEN IN
Telegraph & Telephone
company, has filed a suit in bankruptcy In the
Luther Hudnall was at Holly Grove
STEEL TRUST DISSOLUTION.
both companies using the same confederal court. He gives his liabilities during the strike. He said he was
duits In putting wires underground. r.t
New York, June 14. Robert Bacon,
.
his assets at
and
$18,905.71
his
taken from
home by guards and a director of the United States Steel
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,
Mr. Easton has been very ready to do
The case has been referred to taken to Macklow.
whatever his company can in helping
to
former
ambassador
corporation,
bankin
A. Hunker, referee
"During the day they stood me in France and former member of the ALBUQUERQUE AND SANTA FE
to beautify the old capital, and the re- Chester
at Las Vegas.
front of the gatling gun," he said, firm of J. P.
sult of his visit here will probably be ruptcy
Morgan & Co. testified to-(Montezuma Hotel)
"and at night they locked me in a
gratifying to the city and its people.
Two Sheriffs Here With Prisoners. box car."
Sheriff C. R. Young, of Chavez, and
"Were you frightened when you
Just Try a New Mexican Want A Sheriff J. F.
of Quay county, ar-- were in front of the gatling gun?"
Ward,
If vou
ant anick returns.
rived here yesterday with prisoners asked Senator Kenyon
"1 never thought I'd get home no
Mr. Young came in on the afternoon
FOOD.
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
For
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train and Mr.. Ward on the midnight. more," said the miner.
Cupid
Hudnall said that the guards told
Mr. Young's son, Frank, a deputy,
All kinds of flowers, ardeo 4 field seeds io bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
went on yesterday to Springer, with him they wanted "to hold an inquest"
some prisoners. The prisoners brought over a dead man.
Fe
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New
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three to three and a half years me," he said, "and they taken a hold
for horse stealing; J. J. Cutler, 15 to of me. They taken a hold of my wife
4s;
IS months for obtaining money under too. because she hung on me."
Black
Phone
Phone Black
He was shown the body of a dead
false pretenses: R. P. Bomnr for the
same time and offense. The prisoners nan who he was told was Stringer,
from Quay were: Robert Sullivan and the mine guard killed at Holly Grove.
James McCormick, both given one and He took no part in any inquest and
one half years for burglary; Ricardo was never accused of participating
in the killing of Stringer. The witTerez, 5 to 7 years, for attempting to
men who were
There in nsualiv a coruiin fWree of
wreck a train: John, alias "Jack" ness named a group of
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